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against the

New ways of doing
science to overcome
great challenges
n 2020, science faced one of the greatest challenges in history.

The PTI Salud Global/Global Health was launched last March, 2020,

The SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, root of the covid-19 pandemic, had

and brings together research teams from various disciplines with the

already caused 80 million infections worldwide by the end of 2020,

aim of tackling covid-19. This platform is umbrella to 300 research

embarking researchers upon an unprecedented mission. The scien-

groups, participating in over 100 projects, and also contemplates the

tific community as a whole has striven to unravel the origin of the vi-

need for outreach activities to promote a well-informed society.

rus, clarify who it affects and how it acts, and to obtain treatments. In

The new CSIC journal has been launched with this purpose in

terms of both dimension and ambition, this huge endeavour has been

mind. Each issue will disseminate the CSIC’s activity for a specific re-

considered as the greatest scientific challenge in history.

search topic. Covid-19 is the focus of this first issue, which addresses

Obtaining the first vaccines — in record time —has been an impor-

the Institution’s effort to tackle the pandemic through research, inno-

tant step in the fight against the pandemic. Researchers have organi-

vation, international collaboration, training and dissemination. We re-

zed themselves to work in a coordinated and uninterrupted way, com-

port how our research platform PTI Salud Global/Global Health seeks

bining disciplines, crossing data and sha-

to unravel the virus, discover the keys to the disease, design detection

ring results. This new way of doing scien-

methods and develop treatments and vaccines, understand transmis-

ce, partially anticipated by the concept of

sion and spreading, as well as assess the impact of the coronavirus on

open science, is transferable to other ma-

both the economy and our society.

The international research effort to
address the covid-19 pandemic has
laid the groundwork for upcoming
global challenges

4

jor challenges we face, such as climate

Undertaking such an endeavour has necessitated the support of

change, energy transition and improving

society as a whole since the pandemic started. The CSIC has received

the quality of life in the context of aging.

financial support from the Government of Spain, through our Minis-

In order to take on these challenges,

try of Science and Innovation, as well as invaluable contributions ma-

knowledge must be transdisciplinary and

de by both companies and individuals through donations. For the first

crosscutting. At the CSIC, we have chosen

time in Spanish history, society as a whole has rallied to support scien-

to promote those initiatives that bring our scientific advances closer

ce. And this unanimous support has boosted us even further towards

to addressing major global challenges, such as the Sustainable Deve-

achieving our goals.

lopment Goals outlined by the UN. In the last two years, thanks to the

One thing has become clear in recent months, which is that the

multidisciplinary nature of the CSIC, over 30 Interdisciplinary Thema-

CSIC, as a public research institution, has both the know-how and ca-

tic Platforms (PTI) have been launched to address different social cha-

pacity to respond to the needs of our society. The year 2020 has shown

llenges with clearly defined scientific objectives, both in terms of con-

that science holds the key to the economic and social reconstruction

tent and duration.

of our country.

President of the CSIC

EDITORIAL

I

Rosa Menéndez
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300

research groups
to tackle SARS-CoV-2

T

MARGARITA DEL VAL
CBM-CSIC-UAM
Coordinator of PTI Salud Global/Global Health

he PTI Salud Global/Glo-

of the virus, ductile proteins, which

bal Health unites a host

can play various roles in viral beha-

of efforts to understand

viour.

the internal structure of the virus

Covid-19, the disease caused by

The CSIC has made a great endeavour

and to discover the keys to disea-

SARS-CoV-2, affects people in very

se and immunity.

The platform

different ways. While most suffer

to combine all its research potential

also aims to develop diagnostic

from mild symptoms, some su-

methods, treatments and vacci-

ffer serious effects, such as the

to address a common goal: the fight

nes, and undertake further studies

persistent inflammatory respon-

into viral transmission routes bet-

se called a cytokine storm, which

against SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. To do

ween people and how it spreads

ends up damaging the body itself.

in the population. Finally, it will as-

Two projects being run at the CIB-

so, the Vice-Presidency for Scientific and

sess the overall impact of the pan-

CSIC (Centro de Investigaciones

demic on society.

Biológicas Margarita Salas) and

SARS-CoV-2 is still little known.

the IBRB-CSIC (Instituto de Biolo-

Several of the platform’s projects

gía Molecular de Barcelona) stu-

interdisciplinary topic-based technology

seek to unravel the internal struc-

dy the clues to inflammation in or-

ture of SARS-CoV-2, both its gene-

der to find drugs that can tackle

platform for global health known as PTI

tic RNA information and the ou-

this overreation. Meanwhile, the

ter protein complex. Researchers

CBM-CSIC-UAM (Centro de Biolo-

Salud Global. This platform encompasses

at the CNB-CSIC (Centro Nacio-

gía Molecular Severo Ochoa) is in-

nal de Biotecnología) are studying

vestigating the subsequent speci-

over 100 research projects and brings

the interaction between the spike

fic immune response, which is the

protein of the coronavirus envelo-

body’s only — albeit powerful —

together some 300 interdisciplinary

pe —the key that enables it to en-

weapon to defend and protect us

ter cells and hijack their machi-

long term. Yet another project, un-

teams to achieve a global vision of the

nery— and the cell surface in or-

derway at the IIBB-CSIC (Institu-

der to identify weak points as po-

to de Investigaciones Biomédicas

tential therapeutic targets. At the

de Barcelona) is scrutinising genes

IQFR-CSIC (Instituto de Química

to find out why some people have

Física Rocasolano) nuclear mag-

such a strong reaction to the virus.

netic resonance is being used to

Diagnosis is crucial to contro-

observe the lesser-known proteins

lling the pandemic: it is neces-

pandemic and seek solutions in both the
medium and long term
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Technical Research has promoted the
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at the CIB-CSIC evaluate known

Researcher Margarita del Val,

CSIC projects have refocused their

drugs, used against other patho-

coordinator of the PTI Salud Global/

research to develop diagnostic

logies, to find out whether they

Global Health.

methods. At the CBM-CSIC-UAM,

could be effective against corona-

a project seeks to apply Phi29 viral

virus. Synthetic monoclonal anti-

DNA polymerase — a tool for am-

bodies designed to deal with co-

phy, several teams also study the

plifying genetic material — in a ra-

ronavirus are being developed

conditions of habitability and the

pid portable detection device. At

by a research team from CBM-

various scientific, ethical, philoso-

the CNB-CSIC, a multidisciplinary

CSIC and another from CNB-CSIC,

phical and social issues raised by

team has developed an antibo-

which is participating in a Euro-

covid-19.

dy detection test with up to 100%

pean project. Meanwhile, other

These public research projects

sensitivity that can detect people

projects study the feasibility of

have received the immediate sup-

who have had contact with the

spray-based antivirals

and also

port of companies and individuals,

virus and developed immunity.

seek to strengthen the protection

who have made donations to spe-

The test has already reached the

of nasal and oral mucous mem-

market, produced by the Spanish

branes to prevent infection.

Photo: César Hernández

sary to locate the virus. Several

ed up the work. Throughout the
year, the CSIC has received nearly

company Immunostep. At the

Coronavirus transmission has

ICN2-CSIC-UAB-GENCAT (Institu-

been the research focus of seve-

to Catalán de Nanociencia y Nano-

ral teams belonging to the plat-

tecnología) and at the IQAC-CSIC

form. SARS-CoV-2 spreads through

(Instituto de Química Avanzada

the air in small droplets emitted

research team from the IATA (Ins-

mation about the spread of coro-

des this, another CNB-CSIC pro-

de Cataluña) two projects are un-

by coughing, sneezing, or talking,

tituto de Agroquímica y Tecnolo-

navirus among the population. A

ject is developing predictive mo-

SARS-CoV-2 has posed a tre-

derway to develop rapid detection

then penetrates via the mouth

gía de Alimentos) and CEBAS-CSIC

team from the IBV-CSIC (Instituto

dels to improve epidemic mana-

mendous challenge to science,

devices using nanotechnology.

and nose, gaining entry to the up-

(Centro de Edafología y Biología

de Biomedicina de Valencia) has

gement.

calling for a global approach. In

Treatment is one of the grea-

per respiratory tract. Several CSIC

Aplicada del Segura) performs mo-

used the coronavirus genomes

The impact of the pandemic

terms of achieving this global vi-

test goals sought to tackle the

researchers participated in a re-

lecular analyses of wastewater as

obtained from patients at hospi-

has had repercussions throughout

sion, the CSIC has an advantage:

pandemic. One team at CIB-CSIC

port commissioned by the Spa-

an epidemiological alert method.

tals throughout Spain to recons-

society, which have been conside-

it is a multidisciplinary institution,

and two at CNB-CSIC are working

nish Ministry of Science and Inno-

Another team from IATA-CSIC has

truct how the virus entered the

rable in nursing homes. Two re-

so it can address this challenge

on three innovative SARS-CoV-2

vation, which also found significant

developed new light-weight anti-

country and how it has moved sin-

search teams from the IEGD-CSIC

using a variety of approaches and

vaccine projects. Along with vacci-

evidence on the transmission of

covid masks using nanomaterials

ce then in the two main waves of

(Instituto de Economía, Geografía

methodologies, and benefit from

nes, several lines of research seek

SARS-CoV-2 infection by aerosols. A

with high filtration capacity, ma-

the year. At the same time, a pro-

y Demografía) and the IPP-CSIC

synergies. The platform PTI Salud

to reposition drugs, with the anti-

team at the CBM-CSIC-UAM is exa-

nufactured in Spain, which have al-

ject at the IFISC-CSIC-UIB (Institu-

(Instituto de Políticas y Bienes Pú-

Global/Global Health seeks short,

viral screening node established

mining air-borne transmission of

ready reached the market. A team

to de Física Interdisciplinar y Sis-

blicos) have launched census-ba-

medium and, above all, long-term

at the CNB-CSIC. Several projects

the virus in hospitals; another joint

based at the IDAEA-CSIC (Institu-

temas Complejos) and the CEAB-

sed projects to allow for closer mo-

solutions. We aspire to providing

to de Diagnóstico Ambiental y Es-

CSIC (Centro de Estudios Avan-

nitoring of these homes, and have

a scientific and nation-based res-

tudios del Agua) has developed

zados de Blanes) gathers large

prepared a report to identify obs-

ponse to this pandemic to find

a manual to ventilate classrooms

volumes of data —derived from

tacles in their management and

the solutions that society urgently

and other rooms in order to mini-

mobile phones among other sour-

to propose improvements in their

demands of us as soon as possi-

mize the risk of contagion.

ces — to study the effect of the so-

coordination and administration.

ble, and to be prepared for future

infec-

cial distancing measures on the

From the perspectives of human

health challenges with global im-

tions needs to be based on infor-

expansion of the epidemic. Besi-

sciences, sociology and demogra-

plications.

Three projects are investigating vaccines
and several are developing synthetic
antibodies and screening drugs
8

Prevention

of

future

11 million euros in donations. This
renewed public-private collaboration opens up a host of possibilities, sparking great satisfaction
and motivation.
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Deep within
the virus

Several projects investigate the structure of
SARS-CoV-2, its proteins and how it interacts
with the human cell surface

T

he new coronavirus that

be one of the clues as to why it

has brought the world to

spreads so easily.

its knees is SARS-CoV-2.

Several CSIC projects have

Cause of the covid-19 pandemic,

focused on understanding the

it is basically a nucleus of gene-

structure of viral proteins and in-

tic material (about 30,000 letters

vestigating the mechanism of

of RNA) encapsulated in a struc-

interaction between these and

ture of some 30 proteins (mole-

cellular proteins to find ways to

cules). However, extreme com-

neutralize or block them.

plexity lies in the composition
of each of these parts and the
way they relate to each other,
and how they interact with hu-

Photo: Centres for Disease Control and Prevention

man cells. This interaction bet-

10

Flexible proteins
that facilitate infection
At the CNB-CSIC (Centro Na-

ween proteins underlies its con-

cional

de

Biotecnología),

Jo-

tagiousness and virulence.

sé María Carazo’s team scru-

The virus uses one of its pro-

tinises this access procedure.

teins, the so-called spike, to fit

“There are several special featu-

like a key in the ACE2 receptor of

res of the SARS-CoV-2 corona-

human cells. Using this connec-

virus that make it more infec-

tion, it “unlocks” the cell and in-

tious than other coronaviruses,”

serts its genetic material, which

explains Carazo. “One of these is

then takes advantage of the

the great flexibility of the spike

cell’s own machinery to make

(S) protein complex, the key to

thousands of copies of itself and

the cell.” Despite being called

spread, first through the cell and

a spike, this protein is not rigid,

then through the organism.

but very flexible.

An enzyme called furin plays

This

CNB-CSIC

biochemist

an essential role in spreading

heads a study to analyse this fle-

the virus between cells. Furin is

xibility, and to find ways to des-

This recreation of the SARS-CoV-2

present in all the cells of the or-

cribe its conformational chan-

coronavirus shows the spike (S)

ganism and facilitates the entry

ges, quantifying the greater re-

proteins, which enable the virus

of the virus into the cells, boos-

lative flexibility of SARS-CoV-2,

to enter human cells.

ting their infectivity. This could

which contributes to making it
11
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A CNB-CSIC project studies the molecular
interaction between coronavirus proteins

more infectious than other viru-

understand the flexibility of the

ses. His team has been the first

infectious spike of the virus, and

to quantitatively define the mo-

also detected some of the mo-

vements of the spike protein and

lecular hinges facilitating its en-

has proposed the location of so-

try into the cell. To do so, we ha-

me molecular hinges that allow

ve used computing resources

these

analy-

in different institutions, achie-

se these movements and the

ving results in record time that

structural dynamics of this pro-

were unimaginable just a few

tein, researchers have developed

years ago.” He adds: “in this way,

new computational methods by

we have been able to identi-

scrutinising hundreds of thou-

fy the movement made by the

sands of electronic cryomicros-

spike (S) protein to fuse with cell

copy images.

membranes.”

movements.

To

Photo: Marta López de Diego and Gabriela Condezo

and the cell surface

Electron microscopy image showing SARS-CoV-2 infected cells with viral

The work has been carried

Roberto Melero, first author

own shape or structure, which

out by several research groups

of the study, along with Car-

enables it to bind with others

at the CNB-CSIC, which houses

los Óscar Sánchez Serrano, said:

and perform diverse functions.

tion. “These techniques will shed

se, and thus facilitate prognosis

protein analysis technology avai-

the image processing centre of

“This work proves the existen-

This interaction is the focus of

light on the immune response

and follow-up methods. “From

lable to laboratories and compa-

the European infrastructure of

ce of a continuous flexibility and

researcher Fernando Corrales,

of infected patients, enabling us

the research perspective, one of

nies that develop protein-based

Structural Biology Instruct, ERIC,

trait of the SARS-CoV-2 spike (S)

CNB-CSIC. He leads a project to

to identify the most relevant re-

the most interesting questions

drugs, thus providing a sophis-

and at the IQFR-CSIC (Instituto

protein that was previously un-

determine what this interaction

gions of the virus and antibody

is how the virus hijacks the ce-

ticated quality-controlled plat-

de Química Física Rocasolano),

detectable. This could be useful

looks like at the molecular le-

profiles. This will help develop

llular machinery to multiply and

form. We believe that these ob-

in collaboration with the Univer-

in the design of new therapies

vel. Understanding the molecu-

more accurate vaccination stra-

spread through the body. Un-

jectives will lay the foundations

sidad Autónoma de Madrid, Ya-

aimed at blocking viral entry in-

lar principles governing the in-

tegies, stratify patients accor-

derstanding this phenomenon

for new diagnostic, therapeu-

le University and the University

to the cell.”

fection is crucial, because it will

ding to their characteristics and,

is an ambitious challenge, but it

tic and vaccination strategies,

enable us to identify possible

finally, identify individuals pro-

must be tacked if we are to find

which are fundamental to con-

weak points that may be poten-

tected against the disease,” ex-

new ways to treat this and other

trolling the current and future

tial therapeutic targets for futu-

plains Corrales.

diseases of a similar nature,” adds

pandemics,” says Corrales.

of Texas. The study has received
back up from the IFCA-CSIC-UC
(Instituto de Física de Cantabria)
and the BSc-CNS (Centro de Supercomputación de Barcelona).

Interaction of the virus
with the cell

re treatments.

which modify its function. “Fina-

particles in formation (left).

lly, we are making all the latest

His project also studies the

the CSIC researcher.

When the SARS-CoV-2 coro-

The project, run by the natio-

proteome —the set of proteins

To do this, scientists are analy-

that

navirus comes into contact with

nal proteomics network Proteo-

present in patients’ serum— to

sing how the proteome of lung

develop-

cells, to infect them, interaction

Red, will use complementary te-

generate different protein panels

cells expressing the ACE2 pro-

ments proposed through ima-

is initiated between a broad set

chniques to analyse the cellular

showing

changes

tein, the gateway to SARS-CoV-2,

The new coronavirus is still a

ge analysis, we have begun to

of proteins. Each protein has its

response to SARS-CoV-2 infec-

during the course of the disea-

is altered by the viral proteins,

big unknown. And some of its

Carazo
“through

12

emphasizes
the

new

coordinate

The most obscure
proteins of the virus

13
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proteins are even more obscu-

Fortunately, this type of pro-

re. A project by researchers Dou-

tein can be characterised using

glas Vinson and Miguel Mom-

nuclear

peán, from the IQFR-CSIC (Ins-

spectroscopy (NMR, Laborato-

tituto de Química Física Rocaso-

rio Manuel Rico, is a singular

lano), targets the lesser-known

scientific and technical inf ras-

proteins of the coronavirus: the

tructure (ICTS) for biomolecu-

An international team invol-

intrinsically disordered proteins.

lar NMR). “With powerful mag-

ving CSIC researchers has de-

”Unlike common proteins, which

nets and radio pulses we can

veloped an essential tool to stu-

have just one function, this ty-

inspect the atomic nuclei that

dy SARS-CoV-2. They have ma-

pe of protein functions like soft-

make up proteins. This scrutiny

naged to generate an infectious

ware: a single element capable

enables us to extract informa-

coronavirus clone by using arti-

of performing various functions,”

tion on the conformation and

ficial chromosomes of bacteria.

Mompeán explains.
“Given their versatility, it is
hardly surprising that eukaryotic viruses - such as the coronavirus— also have intrinsically disordered proteins, which are
used to promote their replication or hack the regulatory networks or defence mechanisms
of the host cell,” he adds.
The SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus
consists of around 30 proteins,
most of which have a well-defined structure (and thus well-de-

magnetic

about the research underway on
the coronavirus structure.

resonance

An IQFR-CSIC
project targets
the lesser-known
proteins of the
coronavirus:
the intrinsically
disordered proteins

fined function), and almost all
have already been determined

A viral clone to seek
treatments

Author: CNB-CSIC
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This tool could be essential to reveal essential details of the viral
cycle and its pathogenicity, as

The spike

well as to develop new antiviral

of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

treatments and live attenuated
vaccines.

chromosomes to generate a sta-

rating copies of the viral geno-

ty of the virus produced and the

ble infectious clone of SARS-

me, setting off the cycle of infec-

effects of infection on hamsters,

Martínez-Sobrido, researcher at

CoV-2,

tion, and giving rise to infectious

observing that the pathogenici-

the Biomedical Research Insti-

allow cloning large exogenous

viral particles.

ty and infectious capacity is si-

tute of Texas, United States, has

sequences and minimize toxi-

collaborated with scientists Fer-

city problems. This technology

“while

by

Fernando Almazán highlights

nando Almazán, CNB-CSIC, and

has previously been successfully

other systems are more unsta-

the value of this system for the

Juan Carlos de la Torre, Scripps

applied to generate infectious

ble, and require multiple plas-

genetic modification of the vi-

Research Institute of San Diego

clones of other coronaviruses

mids, the use of bacterial artifi-

rus, the development of analyti-

(La Joya, United States).

and other viruses such as zika,”

cial chromosomes makes it pos-

cal systems to determine the

adds the researcher.

sible to use a single plasmid to

effectiveness of new antivirals,

This work, directed by Luis

”There are several technical

since

these

plasmids

Martínez-Sobrido points out:
clones

generated

milar to that of the original virus.

by X-ray crystallography or cr-

dynamics of proteins,” adds

difficulties involved in genera-

In this system, a DNA copy of

generate synthetic viruses in

and the elimination of virulence

yoelectronic microscopy.

Mompeán.

ting infectious clones of viruses

the viral genome is generated

cell cultures. Furthermore, the-

factors to produce live attenuated vaccines.

However,

methods

The IQFR-CSIC nuclear mag-

belonging to the coronavirus fa-

from synthetic DNA fragments

se clones are a powerful tool to

cannot be applied to intrinsica-

netic resonance team has joi-

mily. This is due to the large si-

covering the entire viral geno-

gain in-depth knowledge of the

All these projects launched at

lly disordered proteins, hinde-

ned the international COVID19-

ze of the viral genome (about

me. It is then assembled on the

biology of SARS-CoV-2. For ins-

the CSIC are crucial to investiga-

ring the full characterization of

NMR consortium, which studies

30 kilobases) and the toxicity

bacterial artificial chromosome

tance: the cellular factors requi-

te the structure of SARS-CoV-2

SARS-CoV-2 and leaving an im-

the deeper structure of the new

of certain genome sequences

under the control of a promoter

red for the virus to spread; how

and locate potential weaknesses

portant knowledge gap. Given

coronavirus. Last November, the

when amplified in bacteria,” ex-

recognized by the cellular ma-

to identify therapeutic targets;

that will help to curb or contain

the limited number of proteins

Spanish President, Pedro Sán-

plains Almazán, collaborator in

chinery. Subsequently, this in-

the effectiveness of new antivi-

its spread.

that make up the virus, they all

chez, and the Minister for Scien-

the study.

fectious clone is introduced into

rals and the development of li-

represent potentially important

ce and innovation, Pedro Duque,

“In this work we have resor-

the cell, where it is transcribed

ve attenuated vaccines.” Resear-

Abel Grau

therapeutic targets.

visited this laboratory to learn

ted to using artificial bacterial

by the cellular machinery, gene-

chers have checked the stabili-

CSIC Communications
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these
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DISEASE

Do our cells and genes hold
the keys to tackle covid-19?

C

Four CSIC projects look at the
reasons underlying diverse immune
responses to the disease and screen
drugs to tackle covid-19

ovid-19, the disease cau-

nery to make millions of copies

sed by the SARS-CoV-2

of itself and spreads to the rest of

coronavirus, has posed a huge

the cells, including the lungs, kid-

and unprecedented challenge.

neys, liver or heart, leaving devas-

This new virus, for which no-one

tated tissues in its wake, which can

has previous immunity, is easily

affect organ functioning.

transmitted, even before cau-

Although most people who

sing symptoms, and is highly

are infected experience mode-

lethal. It is hardly surprising that

rate symptoms, some develop

the director of the U.S. Natio-

severe

nal Institute of Allergy and In-

which can be increased by an

fectious Diseases, Anthony Fau-

exacerbated immune response

ci, called SARS-CoV-2 his “worst

(including the so-called cytokine

nightmare.”

storm), blood clots, septic shock,

The

SARS-CoV-2

Photo: Pixabay

pandemic has caused 90 million

16

respiratory

syndrome,

or multi-organ failure.

infections and nearly two mi-

Various CSIC research pro-

llion deaths worldwide. To date,

jects under the umbrella of PTI

the vaccines obtained target the

Salud Global/Global Health, seek

symptoms.

to unravel the mechanisms un-

Covid-19 is transmitted through

derlying the disease. Research

the air in small droplets (sprays)

investigates both the clues to

emitted by sneezing, coughing

the immune response triggered

or talking and mainly affects the

by the coronavirus on coming

respiratory system, athough the

into contact with cells, and the

blood vessels can also be affected.

reasons why some patients re-

The virus enters the body through

act so severely to the infection.

Recreation of the coronavirus

the nose or mouth, passes through

In addition, other teams are wor-

SARS-CoV-2, which causes

the upper respiratory tract and pe-

king to obtain therapeutic tar-

covid-19.

netrates the tissue cells. Once in-

gets and drugs that can fight

side, it hijacks the cellular machi-

the disease.
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In severe cases of covid-19, the immune
system reacts out of all proportion and can

“Covid-19 affects each person

virus. Then the cells are attacked

with an in vitro cell platform to

differently. Most have mild or

by a torrent of white blood cells,

study how the SARS-CoV-2 co-

moderate symptoms and reco-

the cells responsible for fighting

ronavirus triggers tissue inflam-

ver without hospitalization,” ex-

pathogens. The problem is that

mation and cell death, especia-

plains immunologist María Mon-

these attack both infected and

lly in the case of lung cells. This

toya, from the CIB-CSIC (Cen-

healthy cells, causing inflam-

knowledge could help combat

tro de Investigaciones Biológi-

mation.

the immune system’s overreac-

Photo: NIAID

lead to multi-organ failure

tion to the virus.

cas Margarita Salas), who directs

“In itself, the inflammatory

the project INFLACOVID to stu-

process is a local reaction of tis-

Studies with the cell plat-

dy the immune response to co-

sues to an agent that damages

form will serve to make a first se-

vid-19. “However, there is a per-

them,” explains Montoya. “Va-

lection of potential compounds

is screening drugs that can slow

hyperactive immune

the molecules being tested are

centage of people who develop

rious types of immune system

that reduce inflammation indu-

down the formation of a cellu-

response known as a

known drugs and compounds

serious illness, in which there is

cells and chemical mediators se-

ced by the virus. “Not only will

lar structure, called the inflam-

cytokine storm.

and, if their efficacy is confir-

an overreaction and uncontro-

creted by various cell types are

the results of this project increa-

masome, which may be respon-

lled inflammatory immune res-

involved in this response. It is a

se our knowledge of the inte-

sible for this uncontrolled im-

ponse,” she adds.

complex process and is strongly

raction of SARS-CoV-2 with host

mune reaction.

“The immune system functions

regulated, since it is capable of

cells, but will also help us select

The inflammasome is a phy-

so-called cytokine storm, which

“We hypothesise that by in-

like a coordinated army, with diffe-

causing damage to various or-

specific drugs that can be used

sical structure of the cell that is

is observed in cases of severe co-

hibiting the inflammasome tri-

rent levels of action and respon-

gans, even compromising their

to treat covid-19 patients in the

formed in response to dama-

vid-19 and in other conditions,

ggered by SARS-CoV-2 infection

se. Its mission is to defend us aga-

function.”

future,” Montoya tells us.

ge or danger signals. It is com-

such as an adverse effect of ce-

of epithelial cells, we will be able

posed of several proteins and is

llular immunotherapies to fight

to prevent the virally induced

part of the innate immune res-

cancer. Several of these cytokines

activation of the cascade of in-

ponse, the body’s first line of de-

attract other immune cells, such

flammatory reactions to a great

fence against pathogen attack.

as neutrophils, which can cause

extent, including the cytokine
storm,” explains Thomson.

Recreation of the

med, they could be quickly presAn excessive and rapid release of these cytokines triggers the

cribed in trials with covid-19 patients.

inst a wide variety of pathogens,”

In severe covid-19 cases, the

Montoya says. “When a new vi-

immune system has been ob-

rus such as SARS-CoV-2 enters our

served to react in an exacerba-

body, the infected cells sound the

ted or uncontrolled way, thus

alarm. This signal is received by

potentially

tissues

At the IBMB-CSIC (Instituto

“Once formed, the inflammaso-

significant damage to the tissues

other nearby cells, warning them

and causing multi-organ failure.

de Biología Molecular de Barce-

me triggers a cascade of reac-

in which they accumulate.

of the invader’s entry, with the aim

INFLACOVID analyses the in-

lona), researcher Timothy Thom-

tions: it attracts and activates an

Thomson’s team works with

identify drugs capable of pre-

of preventing viral replication,” she

teraction between SARS-CoV-2

son is leading a project to dis-

enzyme, which in turn activa-

a molecular platform that allows

venting inflammasome forma-

explains.

and the host’s immune system

cover the clues to understan-

tes inflammatory cytokines (in-

real-time visualisation of inflam-

tion and activation. Once iden-

In this response to the inva-

to shed light on the develop-

ding the immune system’s ove-

ter-cellular communication mo-

masome formation in response

tified, these drugs are tested in

der, macrophages (a type of im-

ment and persistence of inflam-

rreaction to SARS-CoV-2 and the

lecules) in macrophages (cells

to the infection, enabling them

macrophage coculture systems

mune cell) release cytokines,

mation in the lungs, and to find

cytokine storm it triggers in so-

that phagocyte unwanted parti-

to identify which drugs can in-

to demonstrate that they not

proteins that dilate blood ves-

ways to reduce the risk of inflam-

me patients, especially among

cles) and in epithelial cells,” says

hibit it and thus prevent it from

only inhibit the formation of the

sels and recruit cells to fight the

mation. The initiative is working

the over 65-year-olds. Thompson

Thomson.

attacking the body itself. All

inflammasome, but also the re-

18

damaging

Drugs to curb
the cytokine storm

“We use our platform to
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More than 10% of severe covid-19 patients have

lease of proinflammatory cyto-

develop very severe forms of co-

healthy, have defective antibo-

kines by macrophages,” adds

vid-19,” explains Planas.

dies —or auto-antibodies— which

Thomson.

“Old age and underlying chro-

attack the immune system itself.

The project, led by Thomson’s

nic diseases increase the risk of

At least another 3.5% are carriers

team, employs epithelial cells

suffering a serious reaction, re-

of genetic mutations that affect

from lung or intestine, for exam-

quiring admission to an inten-

their immune response.

ple, which have been genetically

sive care unit (ICU) and possi-

The result of either case is ba-

modified with fluorescent bea-

bly even death. However, some

sically the same: patients pre-

cons to enable the detection of

younger patients without un-

sent a disorder in the innate im-

inflammasome formation under

derlying conditions also develop

munity mediated by the type I

the microscope when cells are

very severe forms of the disease

Interferon pathway, a group of 17

infected by SARS-CoV-2.

for reasons as yet unknown. We

proteins that play an important

think the answer could lie in our

role in protecting our cells aga-

genes,” she adds.

inst viral infections. The finding

Preventing

inflammasome

formation and activation could
hold the key to stopping the ove-

”INMUGEN will study inna-

could help identify people at risk

rreaction of the immune system,

te immunity genes (the the de-

of serious infection and facilitate

which can end up attacking the

fence system we are born with)

personalized treatments.

body itself.

to understand why some people
are at greater risk of developing

The clues to serious
reactions may lie in our
genes
The reason why some people

severe forms of covid-19 disease,” explains Planas. This project
could contribute to finding therapeutic targets to prevent or
treat severe cases of covid-19.

The impact of
microbes on the
immune response

Photo: Cynthia S. Goldsmith and A. Tamin

auto-antibodies that attack the immune system

Electron microscopy

whether this is also the case for

image of SARS-CoV-2

vide a more accurate prediction

SARS-CoV-2 infection, within the

viral particles.

of the effectiveness of immune-

BICOIN project. This study aims

based therapies, by including can-

to determine whether the cha-

the virus and in response to im-

cer patients undergoing these

racteristics of an individual’s gut

munotherapies (a type of can-

treatments in the study,” she con-

inhabiting

microbiome are related to co-

cer therapy that inhibits immu-

cludes.

our digestive system can al-

vid-19 infection rates and severi-

ne control points) in oncology

As part of some100 projects

Microorganisms

react severely to coronavirus in-

Recently, CIIBB researcher Pla-

so play a key role in the immu-

ty of the disease due to compli-

patients, processes that may al-

underway within the CSIC’s PTI

fection may be genetic. This is

nas has participated in an inter-

ne response to coronavirus. The

cations derived from the cytoki-

so protect against covid-19.

Salud Global/Global Health plat-

the hypothesis behind INMU-

national study coordinated by

gut

ne storm.

GEN, a project coordinated by

the Human Genetic Effort con-

nisms and their genes) regula-

Anna Planas from the IIBB-CSIC

sortium, whose results discove-

(Instituto

Investigaciones

“This study will enable us to

form, the four projects reported

The project will also to identi-

better predict disease risk and

above study the immune res-

tes immune system functioning

fy the immune mechanisms by

prognosis by integrating informa-

ponse and severity of the disea-

red genetic and immunological

and can influence our risk of in-

which the microbiome can con-

tion not only on an individual’s ge-

se, generating new knowledge

Biomédicas de Barcelona). ”The

causes that aggravate covid-19,

fection and defensive respon-

fer protection or susceptibility to

nome and comorbidities, but also

to tackle covid-19.

goal of our study is to discover

published in the journal Science.

se to it. Yolanda Sanz’s research

covid-19 infection and influen-

on their microbiome. This will help

why some patients infected with

More than 10% of patients who

team at the IATA-CSIC (Institu-

ce the immune response. Exam-

us define more precisely which

Abel Grau, Mercè

coronavirus hardly suffer any cli-

develop severe covid-19, some of

to de Agroquímica y Tecnología

ples include the generation of

patients are at greater risk,” says

Fernandez, Ángela Molina

nical symptoms whereas others

whom are otherwise young and

de los Alimentos) is evaluating

protective

Sanz. “Our approach will also pro-

CSIC Communications
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Clean Room of
the IMB-CNM
(Instituto de
Microelectrónica
de Barcelona).

A

few days after the

fication, providing reliability ra-

terial to be multiplied millions

global pandemic was

tes of above 90%. However, PCR

of times, but its sensitivity and

officially declared, in

technology is complex, expen-

amplification capacity can al-

March 2020, the director gene-

sive and requires considerable

so serve to identify SARS-CoV-2

ral of the World Health Organi-

infrastructure, as well as highly

RNA in infected people. This

zation (WHO) urged countries

trained personnel.

holds true even when the viral

to increase screening for coro-

The

need

for

faster,

mo-

navirus: “We have a simple mes-

re effective and more accessi-

sage for all countries: test, test,

ble diagnostic tests has sparked

The research team will use

test.” However, from the practi-

scientists into action worldwide.

an improved variant of phi29pol

cal perspective, this is easier said

At the CSIC, several teams have

(patented by the CSIC), to opti-

than done.

made their technology and ex-

mize coronavirus RNA detection

pertise available to achieve inno-

using an amplification procedu-

vative methods in this field.

re at room temperature. The pro-

Generally speaking, there are
two types of coronavirus diagral tests, which detect the genetic material of the virus, such as
the current benchmark called
RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription
Polymerase

New coronavirus
detection
strategies
Research teams at the CSIC seek more effective
diagnostic tests using DNA polymerase and biosensors,
as well as molecular beacons and scissors
22

Chain

matic patients.

ject, funded by the CaixaImpulse

nostic tests. The first include vi-

Photo: IMB CSIC / Joan Costa CSIC

load is small, as it is in asympto-

Using DNA polymerase
to detect the
coronavirus

programme of La Caixa, will develop the diagnostic system for
SARS-CoV-2, and will also adapt
it to the detection of the virus

Reaction)

Researcher Luis Blanco, from

in the environment and on sur-

or those that detect other viral

the CBM-CSIC-UAM (Centro de

faces. Use of this method is al-

components, such as structural

Biología Molecular Severo Ochoa),

so foreseen for RNA genomes of

proteins, called antigen tests. Of

coordinates a study co-led by the

other respiratory viruses, such as

these, the latter are becoming

CSIC and the CNIO (Centro Na-

influenza. A prototype could be

more popular because they are

cional de Investigaciones Onco-

available in 2021.

much simpler, requiring a saliva

lógicas) to develop a coronavirus

sample only, they are also che-

detection device that is faster and

aper and the results are faster

simpler than PCR. This device is

(just 15 minutes). However, they

based on the DNA polymerase

are less sensitive than PCRs. The

of the bacteriophage virus phi29

second type of diagnostic tests

(phi29pol).

Ultrasensitive
biosensor-based
detection
The most sensitive diagnos-

are serological tests, which de-

This protein, discovered in

tic method to detect covid-19

tect the virus indirectly through

1984 by Luis Blanco and bio-

is based on viral RNA detection

antibody tests.

chemist Margarita Salas, has re-

using Nucleic Acid Amplifica-

With respect to viral tests,

presented one of the most im-

tion Tests (NAAT), such as PCRs.

although antigen test results ha-

portant milestones in Spanish

However, NAAT still struggle to

ve improved, RT-PCR currently

science, as it is the basis of an

overcome bottlenecks related

remains the most sensitive and

alternative DNA amplification

to speed and accessibility for

reliable method to detect SARS-

method to the PCR method.

the large volume of samples re-

CoV-2. Viral RNA is detected by

Not only does phi29pol allow

quired in an outbreak of viral in-

RT-PCR by nucleic acid ampli-

a small sample of genetic ma-

fection.
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Javier Tamayo and Priscila
Kosaka, researchers at the IMNICM-CSIC (Instituto de Micro y
Nanotecnología),

are

Molecular beacons
to detect viral RNA

Diagnosis based
on CRISPR scissors

leading

Two CSIC teams have de-

CRISPR gene editing tools

the development of an ultra-

vised a detection system ba-

provide a simple and inexpensi-

sensitive biosensor for SARS-

sed on DNA sensors (molecular

ve method, enabling scientists

CoV-2 detection. The method

beacons) that emit fluorescen-

to cut and paste genetic mate-

is based on the physical phe-

ce in the presence of viral gene-

rial and thus replace, for instan-

nomena that arise when gold

tic material. Again, the objective

ce, damaged genes with healthy

particles of nanometric dimen-

is to detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA in

ones. Guillermo Rodrigo, resear-

sions, called plasmonic nano-

a sample quickly and effectively,

cher at the I²SysBio-CSIC-UV

particles, detect the presence

without the need for PCR proce-

(Instituto de Biología Integrativa

of coronavirus proteins captu-

dures.

de Sistemas) proposes its use to

“We use DNA sensors that

detect SARS-CoV-2. The method

tical cavities called Fabry-Pérot

emit fluorescence in the presen-

involves using a protein called

cavities.

ce of coronavirus RNA which, in

Cas nuclease, capable of cutting

“In this system, when a plas-

turn, are composed of a fluores-

DNA or RNA, and a small guide

monic nanoparticle is deposited

cence-emitting region integra-

RNA. The activation of this enzy-

directly on the surface of the Fa-

ted into a DNA molecule. Under

me by binding to the viral gene-

bry-Perot cavity, the optical cavi-

normal conditions this signal is

tic material emits a fluorescence

ty and plasmon resonance mo-

switched off. However, the bea-

signal that can easily be read.

des are coupled together at very

cons are activated through a fe-

characteristic frequencies and

edback-loop system and emit

form plasmon-microcavity hy-

fluorescence in the presence of

brid modes. These physical phe-

the target nucleic acid, thus de-

nomena amplify the signal emit-

tecting the viral RNA in the sam-

optimising detection in human

ted by plasmonic nanoparticles.

ple,” explains Mario Fernández,

samples.

The improved signal helps us re-

who works with Juan Ramón Te-

ach unprecedented detection li-

jedor (CINN-CSIC) to coordinate

mits and is also very stable,” ex-

the project in collaboration with

plains Kosaka.

Agustín Fernández from the IS-

Image: CBM

red on the surface of special op-

CRISPR-based diagnosis has

3D model of the

already been applied to clini-

DNA polymerase called

cal samples of infected patients

Qualiphi.

and urban wastewater at the
I²SysBio laboratory. “Strips like

infection quickly, reliably and at

testing

the ones used in pregnancy tests

one of the two devices (ther-

can be used, making self-diag-

In this way, we can tell whether

mal transduction point-of-ca-

nosis possible and providing re-

the patient is infected and what

re application) and also deve-

sults in less than an hour,” con-

stage the disease is at, which will

loping a third. They are under-

cludes Rodrigo.

low cost.

Point-of-care
testing kits

chimeric variant of phi29

“We

are

currently

These tests are cost-effecti-

PA-CSIC (Instituto de Investiga-

One of the challenges in

enable its progress to be moni-

going a process of analytical and

These five projects are a sam-

ve, easy to use and do not requi-

ción Sanitaria del Principado de

achieving effective diagnosis is

tored. Biomarkers will be detec-

clinical evaluation,” explains Pi-

ple of the basic research underway

re sophisticated equipment as

Asturias).

making

testing

ted by using specific bioreagents

lar Marco, CSIC researcher at the

at the CSIC within the PTI Salud

point-of-care

PCR does. The sample is collec-

The researchers expect to re-

kits, available at primary health-

(antibodies, antigens, peptides

IQAC-CSIC (Instituto de Química

Global/Global Health aiming to

ted through a nasal swab and

duce processing times and costs

care centres as well as for emer-

or DNA probes). This will facilita-

Avanzada de Cataluña), one of

obtain fast and affordable detec-

can be read with a simple opti-

per sample by between 20% and

gency and home-care services.

te the specific recognition of viral

the three institutes participating

tion methods to understand and

cal microscope. “Results for100

50%. To date, the detection li-

To this end, three CSIC teams

proteins or antibodies (immuno-

in the development, together

to curb the spread of SARS-CoV-2.

samples can be ready in 12 to 24

mits have been improved com-

have designed two devices that

globulins IgG or IgM), produced

with the ICMA-CSIC (Instituto

hours, maximum,” the resear-

pared to conventional molecu-

can simultaneously detect mul-

by the patient in response to in-

de Ciencia de Materiales de Ara-

cher explains.

lar beacons and we are currently

tiple biomarkers of SARS-CoV-2

fection or viral RNA, respectively.

gón) and the IMB-CNM-CSIC.
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Diagnostic snapshot of the coronavirus

This is how
a PCR test works
Photo: Vinca Page

Researchers from the CSIC
explain how this test works

T

by amplifying, billions of
times, the viral genetic
material isolated from an
infected patient’s sample

Antonio Barbachano Becerril,

ests known as PCR have become a vital tool

enough material to analyse so

IIBM researcher, inserts a

Only after that is the PCR analy-

to check the spread of the covid-19 pande-

that the results are more relia-

plate with 96 samples into

sis performed.

mic because they offer the greatest reliability. But

ble. This ability to amplify ge-

a robot to obtain its genetic

how does this test work? Basically, it consists of

netic material provides a very

material (RNA).

amplifying a fragment of genetic material taken

useful tool not only in biome-

from a patient to observe whether it contains RNA

dical research but also for other diagnoses, such

the patient’s nasopharyngeal cavity and extracts a

pertaining to the SARS-CoV-2 virus. At the CSIC,

as in criminology or palaeontological studies. Cu-

sample. This swab is inserted into a tube identified

researchers from the IIBM-CSIC-UAM (Instituto de

rrently, the applications of the PCR technique are

by a code to facilitate sample traceability. Also, the

Investigaciones Biomédicas Alberto Sols) analysed

innumerable.

tube contains a liquid that stabilizes the sample

10,000 patient samples from 81 nursing homes

“A common problem we encounter when we

and 13 residences for the disabled in the Comuni-

take a sample is that it holds scarce genetic mate-

dad de Madrid, over a seven-week period between

rial, insufficient to work with. So what a PCR does is

May and June 2020.

to amplify the genetic material, like photocopying

care worker inserts a swab into

and preserves it.

2

Step two: inactivate the sample. In this step,
the contagious capacity of the virus is inac-

tivated in a Level 3 biological containment labora-

the original genetic template. The more photoco-

tory. This step is carried out in collaboration with the

What we look at in a PCR is whether or not a per-

pies I make, the more I have of that original tem-

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, at their School

son has the virus at that particular time. You may

plate to work with. Once I have a lot of template

of Medicine’s Department for Preventive Medicine,

be negative when you take the sample but get in-

copies, I’m able to analyse the sequence,” the re-

Public Health and Microbiology. “When the sample

fected later on,” explains CSIC researcher Gemma

searcher adds.

arrives at the laboratory the first thing we do is in-

service.
Polymerase Chain Reaction, abbreviated as
Photo: Vinca Page

tient’s sample. A health-

“A PCR is a like a snapshot of a given moment.

activate it, because we do not know whether it is in-

Rodríguez-Tarduchy, head of the IIBM Genomics

26

1

First step: collect the pa-

PCR, is a technique developed in the eighties by

Steps in a PCR, from sample
collection to diagnosis

Kary Mullis, who would go on to win the Nobel

PCR testing is done in two main stages: sample

Prize. It consists of specifically replicating the ge-

collection and sample analysis. Sample collection

netic material extracted from a patient to obtain

consists of three steps: taking the sample, inactiva-

millions or billions of copies. We do that to obtain

ting the virus and extracting the genetic material.

fectious or not. Inactivation simply involves adding
a buffer, a liquid that inactivates the virus. The genetic material remains, but the virus ceases to be
infectious,” says Rodriguez-Tarduchy.

3

Step three: extract the genetic material.
Since it is taken directly from the patient,

the sample contains both the patient’s cells, with
27
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their proteins, DNA and RNA, and the viral RNA

Rosa Guerrero, IIBM researcher, prepares the robot that

and proteins (if the person is infected).

will isolate the genetic material (RNA) from the samples.

“Viruses infect cells to multiply, that is, inject
their genetic material (RNA in this case) into those cells. That’s why we have to break open the in-

three SARS-CoV-2 genes (three specific sequences

fected cell and the viral capsid to release its RNA,”

of coronavirus RNA). Oligonucleotides (short frag-

adds the researcher. A solution called a lysis bu-

ments of DNA or RNA) specific for SARS-CoV-2 ge-

ffer is used to rupture it and release the genetic

nome sequences are used to determine whether

material.

these genes are present in the sample. The same

The next step is to separate the RNA from the

reaction includes fluorescent probes that are speci-

other cellular components because we are only

fic for the amplified regions. The fluorescence emit-

interested in the genetic material, our PCR tem-

ted is detected at the same time the test is running,

plate.

thanks to sophisticated PCR equipment known as

In order to isolate the genetic material (RNA)

real-time PCR. “If we detect fluorescence emission

f rom the rest of the elements, we use two spe-

of the three fluorochromes in a sample, this means

cialized robots housed at the IIBM, thanks to a

it is positive. Otherwise we consider the sample to

donation f rom the company Alantra. Using this

be negative,” says Gemma Rodríguez-Tarduchy.
Photo: Vinca Page

high-performance equipment, we can process
about 100 samples simultaneously, in just over
an hour. The separation procedure is laborious,
explains Rosa Guerrero, researcher at the IIBM
and the CIBERER (Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red de Enfermedades Raras). “First
we pour magnetic beads into each sample, and
then place it inside the robot. What the robot
does is shake the samples with magnetic beads,
which carry an associated chemical so that they
bind to the genetic material. Then the robot inserts

metal

rods

each

reaction

into

well.

In

As the fluorescence emitted reveals the presence of three viral sequences simultaneously, PCR
is highly reliable, significantly reducing what are
known as false positives.
“If we used oligonucleotides and fluorescent
probes for just one single viral gene, we might ob-

me only acts on DNA (double nucleotide strand)

tain a false positive because there are several types

while the sample obtained is RNA (a single nucleo-

of coronavirus. But since we look for three sequen-

tide strand). This means we must convert viral RNA

ces specific to SARS-CoV-2, if those three genes

PCR analysis: after taking the sample, inacti-

into complementary DNA. This process is known

register positive, that is, if we detect fluorescence

vating the virus and extracting its genetic ma-

as retrotranscription and is carried out using an

emission corresponding to all three, this shows

enzyme called reverse transcriptase.

with high reliability that the sample is positive for

Time to perform the RT-PCR
technique

1

Fluorescence reveals the

terial, it is time to perform
the PCR test. To carry out

The polymerase enzyme produces millions of

this last step, the sam-

copies: once the transcriptase has generated the

This diagnosis is the final step in this technique,

ples are transferred to the

DNA strand, which is complementary to the RNA

known colloquially as PCR. A procedure that barely

nearby Genomics Labo-

strand of the virus, it functions as a template of the

takes 24 hours if run sequentially from the begin-

ratory at the IIBM. In this

viral genetic material. Then, the DNA polymerase

ning to the end.

new lab, the PCR tests are

enzyme (biological catalyst) is added to this tem-

“What I want to get across is that PCR is a snapshot

run. This technique is able

plate. After several cycles with periodic tempera-

that reflects someone’s situation at a given moment.

sive rinses to remove an-

to obtain results in 45 mi-

ture changes, millions of copies are made, ampli-

It only reveals the presence of coronavirus in the sam-

ything that could interfe-

nutes.

fying the genetic material of the virus.

ple at that precise moment,” she concludes.

this way, the magnetic
force retains the genetic
material attached to the
magnetic beads, while
the rest of the material
is expelled. After succes-

presence of three viral
sequences simultaneously,
indicating PCR is highly reliable

re or contaminate the subsequent identification,
what we do is obtain the clean genetic material
to determine the viral RNA”.
28

2

Convert RNA to DNA (RT-PCR): to amplify
the genetic material, it is necessary to use

the enzyme DNA polymerase. However, this enzy-

3

SARS-CoV-2,” she adds.

Fluorescent probes that reveal three SARSCoV-2 genes: during this phase the objecti-

Alejandro Parrilla

ve is to identify the virus by specifically amplifying

CSIC Communications
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The race for protection
against SARS-CoV-2
CSIC researchers are working on three vaccine projects and testing
new antivirals and neutralizing antibodies

L

World science achieved an unprecedented milestone in 2020. In the record time of just one year, two vaccines —Pfi-

“Vaccines are the best defence,” says Enjuanes.

zer/Biontech and Moderna— have been develo-

The CSIC is leading three vaccine projects for SARS-

ped, showing 95% efficacy against covid-19. As of

CoV-2 that are scheduled to enter the clinical trial

December 2020, another 54 were undergoing safe-

phase this year. These include the project directed

ty and efficacy trials, and 12 were in Phase 3 clinical

by virologists Luis Enjuanes and Isabel Sola, at the

trials, which is the final control stage. Research to

CNB-CSIC (Centro Nacional de Biotecnología del

achieve protection against the virus is progressing

CSIC); the one coordinated by virologist Mariano Es-

at full speed, but has not been concluded yet.

teban (CNB-CSIC); and another headed by parasito-

“The vaccines already available are very positive be-

logist Vicente Larraga at the CIB-CSIC (Centro de In-

cause they provide protection, but they are not per-

vestigaciones Biológicas Margarita Salas).

fect; they are open to improvement. That’s why we

Enjuanes and Sola’s vaccine project develops a

have to continue researching and innovating to ob-

synthetic virus whose virulence genes have been re-

tain new vaccines and treatments,” explains CSIC

moved by genetic engineering. It is an almost com-

virologist Luis Enjuanes, one of Spain’s leading ex-

plete synthetic copy of SARS-CoV-2. It has viral traits,

perts on coronavirus, who directs one of the most

but is not transmissible from cell to cell. So it enters

ambitious vaccine projects against SARS-CoV-2.

the cells, but does not leave them. This synthetic vi-

“The race to obtain a vaccine requires resistance not

rus has the same proteins as the real virus, so it ge-

speed,” confirms CSIC parasitologist Vicente Larra-

nerates a powerful immune response and therefore

ga, who coordinates another of these projects.

considerable protection. This initiative could reach

The race to gain protection against SARS-CoV-2

Photo: Pixabay

Vaccines

the clinical phase by the end of the year.

takes three main experimental approaches: vacci-

Mariano Esteban’s project inserts the SARS-

nes; antiviral drugs and monoclonal antibodies, which

CoV-2 protein, which enables the virus to enter the

could be applied simultaneously. The goal is to develop

cells, into an inactivated smallpox virus, used as a

treatment that can mitigate the effects of the virus, and

vehicle. In this way, people can be immunized by

vaccines that can eradicate it. At the CSIC, numerous

generating antibodies against this protein. The

projects are nested within the multidisciplinary plat-

group has already obtained the vaccine prototype

form PTI Salud Global/Global Health , which investigates

and has proven that it protects 100% of subjects in a

these three approaches to protect against covid-19.

mouse trial. The prototype could enter clinical phases by spring. Discussions have been initiated with

30

Three CSIC projects seek

the Spanish company Biofabri to synthesize the va-

a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.

ccine under conditions required for human use.
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inhibit viral transport and replication of SARS-CoV-2.

viruses, such as the AIDS virus or hepatitis C, accor-

The project has received funding from the Covid-19

ding to project director Nuria Verdaguer, researcher

Fund, from the Instituto de Salud Carlos III.

at the IBMB-CSIC (Instituto de Biología Molecular

Photo: CDC / Cynthia Goldsmith

Another experimental approach uses anti-can-

Vicente Larraga’s vaccine project

de Barcelona).

cer drugs to stop SARS-CoV-2 infection. When a vi-

Researchers will use different drugs pinpoin-

rus infects an organism, it hijacks the cell machi-

ting different covid-19 targets. The first objective

nery to produce new viral particles and propagate

concerns the computational design of new prote-

the infection. The virus is said to tinker with its me-

ins that prevent the spike (S) protein from binding

tabolism to make the components it needs to ge-

with the cellular receptor ACE2, which would pre-

nerate new viral particles.

vent it from entering the cell. The second objecti-

The metabolic changes induced by the virus in

ve is to add agents that inhibit the protein respon-

an infected cell is similar to what happens in a tu-

sible for replicating the viral genome, namely RNA

mour cell. ”This is known as the Warburg effect. Di-

polymerase, as well as others that act as lethal mu-

fferent signalling pathways are altered to reorder

tagens. The latter are incorporated into the nascent

metabolic traffic, allowing cells to multiply uncon-

RNA chains as the virus replicates, causing it to mu-

trollably,” explains Eduardo Rial, researcher at the

tate beyond the error threshold, above which the vi-

CIB-CSIC.

ral population is extinguished due to the loss of via-

“Our idea is to test drugs used in anti-tumour

ble genetic information.

therapy to stop the infection. There are some that

Another option to stop viral proliferation is to

specifically target the same pathways used by the

trap it by means of molecules that simulate the

tumour cell to proliferate, so covid-19 might also be

cell surface, to which the virus adheres. A team of

stopped this way,” says Rial.

researchers from the IQOG-CSIC (Instituto de Quí-

Microscope image of

cellular traffic. During infection, viru-

When developing antivirals, we should also fo-

mica Orgánica General) is developing an antiviral

Vaccinia virus.

ses take advantage of this part of the

resee the potential emergence of resistant coro-

mouth spray that uses biomolecules (polysaccha-

inner cell structure: they use these mi-

navirus mutants. One CSIC team

hicle (a plasmid), which can be introduced into the

crotubules to penetrate the cells and spread infec-

is involved in a study focused on

patient’s body, boosting protection against infec-

tion. Their work seeks to determine whether SARS-

combining several drugs to block

tion. This project is at preclinical phases in animal

CoV-2 also depends on these cellular “highways” to

possible SARS-CoV-2 mutants.

models and could enter clinical phases by spring.

proliferate inside cells..

They will combine new antivirals

involves placing a gene of a SARSCoV-2 antigen in a synthetic DNA ve-

“The race to obtain
a vaccine is about
endurance, not

rides) to simulate the cell surface.
The coronavirus adheres to these,
becoming trapped and, thus, infection is prevented.
If these molecules are confir-

“If this hypothesis is confirmed, microtubules

that prevent the virus from en-

would be an effective target to stop viral replica-

tering the cell, with inhibitors of

tion,” explains CSIC researcher Fernando Díaz (CIB-

the enzyme that makes copies of

Antiviral drugs are chemicals that inhibit or

CSIC), working in collaboration with researcher Co-

the viral genome and with lethal

it targets the mechanism that

block viral development. They are used to treat vi-

vadonga Alonso from the INIA (Instituto Nacional

mutagens, which force the virus

many of these microorganisms

ral infections. At the CSIC, several projects are wor-

de Investigación y Tecnología Agraria y Alimenta-

to mutate beyond its limits. The synergistic effect

use to enter our cells. Should the results prove

king towards obtaining an effective antiviral against

ria).

of these therapies directed at different SARS-

successful, the spray could be developed and co-

This approach could help prevent viral transport

CoV-2 targets could prevent the selection of mu-

me into use shortly, since it uses molecules of na-

One experimental way is to prevent viral trans-

and avoid the over-activation of the immune sys-

tants that are resistant to a single drug, and thus

tural origin or molecules already used for clinical

port within the cells. A team at the CIB-CSIC is lea-

tem, which triggers the cytokine storm in serious

prevent therapy failure.

purposes. The project is led by researchers Julia

ding a project focusing on microtubules, which are

covid-19 cases. The team is testing a range of drugs

Similar drug combination therapies have been

structures inside the cell that are essential for intra-

targetting microtubules and will screen those that

successfully applied against other highly variable

Antivirals

SARS-CoV-2.

32

med to effectively stop infection,
this antiviral method could be

speed”

applied to various viruses, since

Revuelta and Alfonso Fernández Mayoralas, from
the IQOG-CSIC.
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”A spray formula based on these molecules will

ject, which seeks to develop protective monoclo-

create a barrier, which will trap the viral particles

nal antibodies against SARS-CoV-2. This technique

and make them lose their infectious capacity,” ex-

consists of cloning antibodies from patients who

plains Revuelta. “Even if the infection has already

have overcome covid, which helped them neutra-

begun, this formula would neutralize the viral par-

lize the coronavirus. Synthetic antibodies can be

ticles coming from replication in infected cells, thus

produced in the laboratory on an unlimited basis.

impeding the spread of the infection to the lungs,”

They would be a kind of synthetic version of the

she adds.

defences produced naturally by the immune sys-

“Like other virus families, SARSCoV-2 uses carbohydrates present
on the surface of epithelial cells to
adhere to and thus propagate infection,” explains Revuelta. “Specifically, research has proposed that
the virus adheres to heparan sulfate-type cell surface polysaccharides using its spike protein, the
glycoprotein on the viral envelope,
before binding to the ACE2 cell receptor,” she adds.

tem. This is an economical stra-

Monoclonal

tegy, which could be applied in

antibodies could

combination with antivirals and
vaccines.
A team from the CBM-CSIC-

be applied in

UAM (Centro de Biología Molecu-

combination with
antivirals and

lar Severo Ochoa) aims to rapidly
generate synthetic human antibodies to destroy SARS-CoV-2.
Studies are underway to produce them by modifying the human

vaccines

antibody that neutralizes the pre-

The researcher goes on to clari-

vious SARS virus-2002 (SARS-

fy that the goal is to obtain a spray

CoV-1) and converting it so that it

The antiviral mouth spray uses biomolecules to simulate the cell

based on polysaccharides that mimic the heparan

blocks SARS-CoV-2. The team, led by immunologist

sulfates of the cell surface. “The strategy, known as

Balbino Alarcón, has already managed to generate

a decoy trap, is to trick the virus into adhering to the

neutralizing antibodies. One of them, called H5L5,

SARS (2002) bound to the spike protein of this vi-

should be replaced in order to produce high-affi-

mimetic surface, so the neutralized virus is trapped,

can block the entry of the virus into human cells by

rus. We also know the spike structure of the cu-

nity antibodies. “We believe it is possible to block

stopping the infection,” she concludes.

30%.

rrent coronavirus. Therefore, since each of these

100% of the coronavirus at low concentrations,”

If the strategy works, it will be tested in animal

differ in only a few elements, i.e., amino acids, why

he concludes.

models and in clinical trials. The aim is to produce

not change these elements so that the antibody

antiviral drugs based on these antibodies on an in-

against SARS-CoV-1 can neutralize SARS-CoV-2?

Monoclonal antibodies

surface to which the coronavirus adheres.

In short, these three approaches— vaccines, antivirals and antibodies — promise to offer effective

Antibodies (immunoglobulins) are proteins used

dustrial scale, as happens in the case of cancer im-

“It’s like a key in a lock, if you change it a little bit,

protection against the coronavirus. “We must get

by the immune system to identify and block fore-

munotherapy treatments. Unlike other antivirals,

you can modify the key to fit the new lock. Using

protection as soon as possible, but this is not a ra-

ign objects such as pathogenic bacteria and viru-

antibodies are pathogen-specific, lack side effects

computational approaches, we have calculated the

ce between scientists, but a race against the virus,”

ses. People who develop antibodies to SARS-CoV-2

and are long-lasting. A single dose can be effective

amino acids of the original human antibody that

warns parasitologist Vicente Larraga. “We have to

manage to gain immunity to the virus. Some of the-

for days or weeks without the need to reapply it se-

would need to be replaced to recognize and neutra-

find a vaccine that is safe and effective. A vaccine

se proteins, generated naturally by humans, can al-

veral times a day or every day.

lize SARS-CoV-2. In this way, new recombinant an-

that may take a few months longer to arrive, but if it

so be made synthetically in the laboratory and used

Antibodies are developed in the laboratory by

tibodies are obtained, including H5L5, which is the

provides better safety and protection, it will be the

as treatment. Several CSIC projects follow this line

means of theoretical predictions, which simula-

best so far, since it manages to neutralize the virus

future vaccine of choice.”

of research.

te the antibody binding to the S protein, or spike,

by 30%”, adds Alarcón.

Virologist Luis Enjuanes leads the Spanish

of the virus. We know that the molecular structure

The first antibodies to be developed will gi-

Gema de la Asunción / Abel Grau

group participating in the European MANCO pro-

of the human antibody neutralizing the previous

ve researchers a clue as to which amino acids

CSIC Communications
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Hunting
an air-borne
virus
CSIC researchers study ways to
prevent airborne transmission of
Photo: César Hernández

SARS-CoV-2 in hospitals and public
transport, and draw up reports on
indoor ventilation

T

The chances of infection in

he SARS-CoV-2 corona-

plets and sprays. Droplets infect

”The chances of infection in

closed spaces is 20 times higher

and Severo Ochoa, in Madrid.

ting that the safety measures are

virus, which causes co-

by impacting in the eyes, nos-

enclosed spaces is 20 times hig-

than outdoors. Photo: César

”The idea is to detect viral con-

good and that hospitals are clean

vid-19,

trils or mouth, and land on the

her than outdoors, and this can

Hernández

centration in the air so as to de-

environments,” explains Alcamí.

mainly through aerosols, small

ground up to 1-2 meters

from

be associated with the accumu-

termine in real time whether it is

This device, which should be re-

droplets or airborne particles,

the person emitting them. Aero-

lation and lower dispersion of ae-

dangerous,” clarifies Antonio Al-

ady over the course of 2021, could

which are the main cause of in-

sols infect by inhalation and tra-

rosols in poorly ventilated spa-

camí, CSIC researcher at the CBM

also be used for other enclosed

fection in superspreader events,

vel the same distance before fa-

ces,” explains Minguillón. “The vi-

and leader of the project, which

spaces, such as bars, restaurants

according to a recent report by

lling to the ground,” explains Ma-

rus has been proven to remain

The transmission of SARS-

is co-funded by the CSIC and the

or public transport.

the Spanish Ministry for Science

ría Cruz Minguillón, CSIC resear-

active through aerosols in the air

CoV-2 through aerosols can wor-

and Innovation in collaboration

cher at the IDAEA-CSIC (Instituto

for more than three hours, and in-

sen in enclosed spaces with stays

The technique is based on

with four CSIC researchers: Anto-

de Diagnóstico Ambiental y Es-

doors it spreads throughout the

exceeding 15 minutes, even when

analysing the viral load of aerosols

nio Alcamí, Margarita del Val, Xa-

tudios del Agua).

entire area, reaching high con-

the carrier wears a mask and re-

present in closed spaces using

centrations several metres from

mains silent, which happens, for

a method that could be descri-

Researchers from the CSIC

the emitter,” she adds.

example, in hospitals. The CBM-

bed as performing an airborne

and technicians from the Aso-

is

transmitted

Airborne transmission
in hospitals

Instituto de Salud Carlos III..

Classroom
ventilation guide

vier Querol and Gloria Sánchez.

In the aforementioned report,

This report summarizes the re-

researchers recommend outdoor

sults of various international stu-

activities as well as ventilating or

The CSIC has launched several

CSIC-UAM (Centro de Biología

PCR which would show results in

ciación Mesura have drawn up a

dies and sums up the position of

filtering the air to reduce trans-

research projects, framed within

Molecular Severo Ochoa) is ca-

48 hours. “We have detected the

guide on how classrooms should

the World Health Organization.

mission by aerosols, as additional

its PTI Salud Global/Global Health,

rrying out a project which deve-

presence of the virus in emergen-

be ventilated to reduce the risk

talk,

measures to masks, hygiene, dis-

to learn how the virus is transmit-

lops a mechanism to detect the

cy rooms, where it is commonly

of infection. This document sets

shout, cough and sneeze we

tancing, and avoiding crowds, es-

ted and how to reduce the risk of

virus in hospital air, in collabora-

found, whereas in ICUs we detec-

the recommendations for effecti-

emit countless particles: dro-

pecially indoors.

infection.

tion with the hospitals of La Paz

ted very small viral loads, indica-

ve ventilation and air purification

“When

36

we

breathe,
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according to room volume, the

recommends air purifiers equip-

activity carried out and the num-

ped with high-efficiency HEPA

ber and age of the occupants.

filters, able to remove all sized

“Ventilation means air renewal,

particles. “These measures redu-

that is, replacing potentially con-

ce the risk but do not eliminate it

taminated indoor air with virus-

completely,” says the IDAEA-CSIC

free outdoor air. Whereas air pu-

researcher.

suspended particles, susceptible
to contain viruses,” clarifies Minguillón, who has developed the
guide together with the CSIC researcher Xavier Querol.

Assessment of
SARS-CoV-2 in public
transport
Public transport is one of the

Photo: César Hernández

rification consists of eliminating

The document, based on the

most-used enclosed spaces. A

recommendations from Harvard

project run by CSIC aims to de-

University, advises reducing ex-

termine the viral load in the air,

posure to suspended particles

as well as on bus and metro sur-

susceptible of containing the vi-

faces. The study analyses the vi-

rus, through measures such as

ral load in the air and on the bars,

the use of a well-adjusted mask,

buttons

increasing interpersonal distan-

re the samples are collected and

Researchers from the ICP-

take place. Our aim is to develop

ce, adequate ventilation and limi-

subsequently analysed with RT-

CSIC (Instituto de Catálisis y Pe-

user-friendly equipment without

ting time exposure.

PCR tests.

troleoquímica) are leading a pro-

the need for qualified personnel,”
explains Bañares.

and

escalators,

whe-

Viral transmission through aerosols can worsen in closed spaces,

Inactivation of
SARS-CoV-2 in indoor air

even when the carrier wears a mask and keeps quiet,

cher at the IATA-CSIC (Instituto

something common in hospitals.

de Agroquímica y Tecnología de
Alimentos).

Virus transmission
on beaches and in
swimming pools

In swimming pools and spas,
the use of disinfectants against
water microbes is considered

The guide recommends natu-

“Air is analysed with sam-

ject to manufacture catalytic fil-

ral cross ventilation, meaning open

ples from the inside of buses

ters that inactivate SARS-CoV-2

HEPA air filters are useful in re-

Six CSIC researchers have writ-

the beaches, the effect of dilution

windows and doors on opposite

and trains during a full day, as

in enclosed spaces. The research

taining viruses— achieved at 99%

ten a report on the risk of infec-

and salt, as well as high tempera-

sides, which can be supplemen-

well as with fragments from air-

aims to attack the viral structu-

—when continuous air renewal in

tion in bathing spaces In swim-

tures and ultraviolet radiation, are

ted by extractor fans. The goal is for

conditioning filters. Furthermo-

re that attaches to cells, thereby

an enclosed space is impossible.

ming pools, beaches, rivers or

factors that inactivate the virus.

the air to be renewed between five

re, we are monitoring the risk of

eliminating its infectious capaci-

“The disadvantage of these filters

spas, the main transmission rou-

“In the untreated freshwater of ri-

and six times every hour, for 100 m2

individual infection for bus pas-

ty. “The strategy is to damage the

is that they clog up and have to

tes for SARS-CoV-2 occur through

vers, lakes and ponds the survival

classrooms and with 25 students.

sengers due to an infected per-

membrane of the virus by oxida-

be replaced, which is a risk, since

aerosols, but also through secre-

of SARS-CoV-2 can be higher, and

In the cases in which natu-

son without a mask,” says Tere-

tive stress, induced by a catalytic

they have a significant virus load.

tions from breathing, speech,

therefore greater caution should

ral ventilation is not possible and

sa Moreno, researcher at IDAEA-

filter

This

In contrast, the new catalytic fil-

coughing, sneezing and contact

be taken,” she adds.

the air flow depends on centrali-

CSIC.

treatment does not eliminate the

ter is not absorbent and therefore

between people. “In recreational

Researchers at the CSIC conti-

with

nanoparticles.

enough to inactivate the virus. On

zed systems common to the enti-

The project results will reveal

virus, but inactivates its ability to

does not clog up. It can work for a

activities, infection through wa-

nue working to shed light on co-

re building, Minguillón points out

the effectiveness of the disin-

infect us,” clarifies Miguel Ángel

virtually unlimited time,” he adds.

ter exposure in standard bathing

ronavirus transmission paths with

that “outdoor air flow must be in-

fection processes used in public

Bañares, researcher at ICP-CSIC.

“This technology could revolutio-

conditions, is very unlikely. Howe-

a view to finding ways to contain

creased and recirculation must

transport, such as ozone and ul-

“The aerosol generation cham-

nize the prevention of aerosol-

ver, these activities generally in-

it or stop it from spreading.

be reduced.”

traviolet light devices; and help

ber and the reactor have already

borne diseases, making hospitals,

volve a failure to follow physical

propose new measures such as

been designed, which is whe-

transportation and other enclo-

distancing

recommendations,”

Alejandro Parrilla

the use of germicidal systems.

re the virus inactivation tests will

sed spaces safer,” he concludes.

highlights Gloria Sánchez, resear-

CSIC Communications

Finally, if ventilation is not possible or sufficient, the document
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“Coronavirus entered Spain
along hundreds of paths”
Genome sequencing of infected patients, together
with mobility data and predictive models, will help us
design containment protocols

T

o contain the spread

le phones, and other sources, to

and fall. Their project, called

of SARS-CoV-2 in futu-

reveal how the virus spread and

SeqCovid, has already submit-

re waves, it is essential

to propose predictive mathema-

ted a report showing the map

to know how it entered Spain,

tical models. These three studies

of SARS-CoV-2 genome diver-

how it dispersed among the

form part of the CSIC’s “Global

sity during the early months of

population and how the con-

Health” platform (PTI Salud Glo-

the pandemic. The report con-

tainment measures and mobili-

bal) and aim to provide an ove-

cludes that the lock-down in

ty restrictions managed to stop

rall picture of the proliferation of

March and April was effective in

it. “The coronavirus entered

SARS-CoV-2 among Spanish so-

curbing the spread of the coro-

Spain along countless paths,

ciety, thus providing protocols

navirus, since it virtually elimi-

but only some of these sparked

for future containment and mo-

nated the most widespread ge-

a profusion of cases,” explains

bility to face future waves and

notypes, which were not detec-

Iñaki Comas, a CSIC biologist

pandemics.

ted again in the second wave.

working at the IBV-CSIC (Instituto de Biomedicina de Valencia), who has led a study to reconstruct the trail of the viral

40

This report is the result

Genomic
epidemiology

of the work of the SeqCovid
consortium, led by Comas together with the virologist Mi-

genome by studying samples

Iñaki Comas heads a pro-

reia Coscolla and Fernando

from infected patients throug-

ject that has sequenced the co-

González-Candelas (I2SysBio

hout Spain.

ronavirus genome during the

CSIC-UV), responsible for the

Their approach complements

first two waves, which took pla-

Joint Research Unit for Infec-

two other projects that use mo-

ce between February and April

tion and Public Health at the

bility data obtained from mobi-

and throughout the summer

FISABIO (Generalitat Valen-
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ciana foundation for biomedical

tified a genetic variant of SARS-

new variant. The NB-CSIC (Cen-

and health research).

CoV-2 that spread from Spain to

tro Nacional de Biotecnología) is

Scientific analyses have identi-

several European countries during

analysing the molecular compo-

fied a minimum of 519 entries in-

the autumn, becoming the do-

sition of the coronavirus using the

to Spain by tracking 2,170 sequen-

minant variant. The variant, called

most powerful cryomicroscope in

ce analyses from the start of epi-

20A.EU1, is characterized by muta-

Spain, promoted with ERDF Euro-

CNB-CSIC, a new study shows

demic. Not all of these entries we-

tions that modify the spike (S) pro-

pean funding and the support of

that traditional epidemiological

re epidemiologically successful;

tein, along with other parts of the

the Spanish Ministry for Science

models, such as SIR employed to

only a few managed to give rise

virus. This spike protein is the key

and Innovation.

predict the behaviour of epide-

to a substantial number of cases.

used by the virus to enter cells. For

The researchers’ analysis su-

mics, cannot predict the evolu-

However, the few that did, played

the moment, there is no evidence

ggests that this new variant ori-

tion of an epidemic with certain-

an important part in the epidemic.

that these viral mutations boost its

ginated in north-eastern Spain in

ty, nor forecast when it will peak

transmission or virulence.

early summer. The variant spread

or end, while the epidemic is underway.

From among the sequences
analysed, we have identified one

Thanks to this international

to the local population and quic-

genotype that generated 30% of

effort, the new variant of the coro-

kly spread throughout the cou-

all sequenced cases, reaching 60%

navirus was identified. Spain is one

ntry, representing almost 80% of

in the first week of March,” says

of the countries to have contribu-

the sequences in Spain.

Comas. “A detailed reconstruction

ted most coronavirus sequences

of this genotype reveals that it was

in the world. The SeqCovid Spain

introduced numerous times and

consortium, led by CSIC resear-

simultaneously from Italy, at least

chers, and funded by the Instituto

in Madrid and Valencia, before the

de Salud Carlos III, is playing a key

transalpine country sounded the
alarm,” he adds.
The SeqCovid project also trac-

Predictive models
CSIC researchers are also studying predictive models to analyse
how a pandemic develops. At the

“The most we can aspire to
do is to obtain probabilistic pre-

Virus of the Coronaviridae family.

dictions, such as those relaCSIC (Centro de Estudios Avanza-

as Pontevedra or Vizcaya. Further-

ted to time, indicating the like-

dos de Blanes), the IFCA-CSIC-UC

more, over 40% of survey partici-

lihood that the peak will be re-

(Instituto de Física de Cantabria),

pants had travelled less than one

ached before a given date, for

the IEGD-CSIC (Instituto de Eco-

kilometre from home during lock-

example,” explains researcher

The strict lock-down of last

nomía, Geografía y Demografía)

down, while almost 90% travelled

Susanna Manrubia, of the CNB-

role not only in understanding the

spring and subsequent scaling

and the UPF (Universitat Pompeu

less than 10 km.

CSIC, who coordinated the stu-

spread of the virus but also in iden-

down altered social mobility pat-

Fabra).

tifying its possible mutations.

terns. A project led by several

Mobility data.
Distancia-covid

“Taken as a whole, these re-

dy, published in the journal

The project reveals that the

sults let us estimate the variabili-

PNAS. The work is the result of

ked the genome of SARS-CoV-2

To determine whether this new

teams from the CSIC and the Uni-

youngest population made fewer

ty of patterns of mobility and so-

a collaboration between Manru-

during the second wave, which

mutation influences the transmis-

versitat Pompeu Fabra is studying

contacts outside the home than

cial interaction of the population.

bia and Saúl Ares, CNB-CSIC; Jo-

advanced from late summer to

sion or severity of the disease, the

the effects of these confinement

the older population during lock-

This is useful information when it

sé A. Cuesta, from the Universi-

autumn. Comas participated in

CSIC set up a working group. Se-

measures and their subsequent

down, according to the first preli-

comes to developing a new gene-

dad Carlos III; and Mario Castro,

an international study, published

veral institutes, coordinated by

scaling down on social mobility.

minary results of the Distancia-Co-

ration of epidemiological models

from the Universidad Pontificia

last October, led by researchers

PTI Salud Global/Global Health,

The project, called Distancia-covid,

vid survey carried out using mobi-

that incorporate relevant data on

Comillas.

from the University of Basel and

are participating and will simulta-

collates anonymized data from

lity data.

patterns in social contacts,” expla-

Taken together, the CSIC pro-

the ETH University of Zurich (both

neously study different aspects of

mobile phones and analyses them

Regional analysis shows that

ins José Javier Ramasco, from the

jects on genome sequencing of

in Switzerland). Their work iden-

the biology associated with this

to assess how mobility was restric-

during lock-down the likelihood of

IFISC-CSIC-UIB.

infected patients, mobility da-

ted during lock-down and how so-

contact away from home was hig-

“The data will shed light on the

ta and predictive models will all

cial behaviour was altered by sca-

her in places where there was a

contagion dynamics observed du-

contribute to the design of con-

ling down these measures.

lower perception of risk. For instan-

ring the different phases of the

tainment protocols for new wa-

This project combines teams

ce, Madrid registered the highest

pandemic in Spain, thereby contri-

ves and future pandemics.

from the IFISC-CSIC-UIB (Institu-

perception of risk and lowest pro-

buting to pose scenarios that are

to de Física Interdisciplinar y Sis-

bability of contact, while the situa-

more useful to help manage the

Alda Ólafsson / Abel Grau

temas Complejos), the CEAB-

tion was the reverse in areas such

crisis sparked by covid-19,” he adds.

CSIC Communications

Spain is one of the countries that
contributes the most SARS-CoV-2
coronavirus sequences in the world
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Several projects study health policies, housing habitability,
the consequences of coronavirus on the elderly and the
pandemic’s philosophical facets

T

he covid-19 pandemic poses one of the

tem, which is interconnected to the others. So, the

greatest challenges facing global society.

system should detect the virus, encouraging people

Citizens of all countries around the globe

with symptoms to become involved in the process;

have had to face not only the threat of SARS-CoV-2

testing those under suspicion of carrying the coro-

at the health level, but also limitations to movement,

navirus, making sure that the tests are rapidly and

lock-down, economic or psychological impact,

easily available for all who need them; tracing those

among many other repercussions. The scientific

who have tested positive as well as their close con-

community has set out to study the impact of the-

tacts. Finally, isolate the infected people and provi-

se aspects on society in order to understand and co-

de support for all those in quarantine so that they do

me up with potential solutions. The CSIC has coor-

not infect others, ensuring their well-being,” speci-

dinated this task through the interdisciplinary plat-

fies Barberá. “From the experiences of each country,

form (PTI Salud Global/Global Health). Researchers

we hope to determine the best practices to include

from the institution have focused on analysing key aspects in
health policies, habitats for the
elderly, housing and habitability conditions and the scientific,
philosophical and social facets
of covid-19, among other issues.
Photo: Pixabay

prolonged isolation
speeds up cognitive
impairment

tion of detection systems. We
are confident that the results
can be useful for decision-making in health policies.”
Another of the projects focuses on nursing homes. During the first wave, in Spain and

During the first wave, nursing homes were the

particular, diagnostic tests and

in many other countries, nur-

worst hit by the pandemic.

tracing have been the key stra-

sing homes were the worst hit

Understanding
the impact of covid-19
on society
44

Regarding health issues, in

In the elderly,

in the design and implementa-

tegies adopted by authorities. An international and

by SARS-CoV-2. Diego Ramiro, CSIC researcher at the

multidisciplinary team of scientists is involved in a

IEGD-CSIC (Instituto de Economía, Geografía y De-

project that analyses national diagnostic systems in

mografía), coordinates studies into covid-19 and ge-

six countries: Spain, United Kingdom, Ireland, Ger-

riatric centres with the double objective of drawing

many, South Korea and South Africa. “The prelimi-

up a nursing home census and learning how the el-

nary results indicate that there is no perfect system,”

derly coped with lock-down during the first wave of

explains David Barberá, a researcher at the INGENIO-

the pandemic.

CSIC-UPV (Instituto de Gestión de la Innovación y del
Conocimiento).

“In Spain we do not have an official census of nursing homes or residents. According to the data collec-

The project uses the FTTIS framework, which

ted and published in December, in 2020 there were

stands for Find, Test, Trace, Isolate and Support.

384, 567 places in nursing homes, of which 312,753

“Each of these elements outlines a part of the sys-

were occupied. Estimates indicate that almost
45
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During the
pandemic,
teleworking has
been adopted
without assessing
the long-term

Photo: Pexels

scenario.

25,000 of the residents in these homes have died sin-

observe the differences between urban and rural

pandemic, teleworking has been adopted without

pandemic by the general public, including the pro-

ce the first wave of covid-19, either with confirmed or

habitats or between the different urban neighbou-

assessing the long-term scenario. The situation for

liferation of fake-news and disinformation,” explains

compatible symptoms. This represents around 7% to

rhoods,” says the scientist. Over 1,800 surveys have

many families, sharing spaces or using inappropriate

Cañellas.

8%. In the present situation, having these data is es-

been completed and more than 600 photographs of

furniture, would prove unsustainable in the long-run.

Spaniard’s reluctance to being vaccinated will al-

sential for us to form an overview,” explains Ramiro.

homes and written testimonies have been collected,

All these parameters should be taken into account in

so be studied from a philosophical perspective. “This

In addition, a survey conducted with both residents

all via an online platform. “Although the data analy-

the future to design pleasant and adaptable spaces,”

is a challenge for our team because Spain is one of

she concludes.

the countries in Europe that has most coronavirus

and non-residents, will analyse the consequences related
to lock-down. “The elderly feel
vulnerable because of the high
mortality among the older population. On top of that, there is
the emotional and mental impact resulting from long-term
isolation, which speeds up cognitive impairment. These are

Housing is a social
determinant of health
inequality. It has
repercussions on both life
quality and expectancy

sis is still generating interesting
results and trends, the Spanish

To understand the impact of the pandemic on so-

antivaxxers. Since vaccination is the only way to end

housing stock is clearly old, ge-

ciety, it is essential to tackle the associated ethical di-

the pandemic, a huge effort must be made to un-

nerally speaking, and needs

lemmas. The team coordinated by Matilde Cañelles,

derstand the reasons for this reluctance, and to offer

important restoration, especia-

researcher at the IFS-CSIC (Instituto de Filosofía) is

information to counter the situation,” the scientist

lly in issues of general insula-

undertaking a study from the biological, ethnogra-

highlights. To achieve this goal, they have created

tion. This situation compromi-

phic and philosophical perspectives. “We consider a

the Philosophical Dictionary of covid-19: New pers-

ses peoples’ well-being,” says

multidisciplinary approach is essential. For that rea-

pectives for old concepts, consisting of short videos

Cuerdo.

son, this branch of biological research studies litera-

on traditional terms that have gained relevance du-

ture produced during other coronavirus epidemics,

ring the pandemic. They can be viewed on the You-

“We cannot forget —says

some of the parameters we are

the

hou-

such as SARS and MERS, as well as from the current

Tube channel of the CCHS-CSIC (Centro de Cien-

looking at.”

sing is a social determinant of

one, with a view to organising the information and

cias Humanas y Sociales). The researcher concludes

What was it really like living in Spanish a home

health inequality, which we also take into account in

making it accessible to society. Meanwhile, from the

by saying, “it is crucial that the public has access to

during the 2020 spring lock-down? Answering this

our analysis. Housing has repercussions on life quali-

anthropological viewpoint, we are conducting sur-

clearly explained information, as this is the only way

question is the main aim of the project coordinated

ty and life expectancy, as well as the dweller’s state of

veys into the effects of lock-down and the measu-

to achieving peace of mind.”

by researcher Teresa Cuerdo, from IETCC-CSIC (Insti-

health. Moreover, lock-down has played had a key ro-

res taken to prevent the pandemic from spreading,

These projects offer key data for designing futu-

tuto de Ciencias de la Construcción Eduardo Torro-

le in shaping the family unit. This situation has deter-

concentrating on the most vulnerable sectors and

re pandemic containment strategies, which resear-

ja) within the framework of the PTI Salud Global/Glo-

mined individuals’ behavior, and what is more, the

emphasizing the gender perspective. From the phi-

chers indicate could help minimize the impact of

bal Health. “Through the binomial concepts of ho-

subjective perception of domestic spaces and availa-

losophical standpoint, we are interested in analy-

epidemics like this one on society.

me (cohabitants) and housing (the domestic phy-

ble resources.” Preliminary data reveal that all these

sing the ethical aspects resulting from the measu-

sical space) we intend to unravel the day to day in

determining factors have also affected teleworking,

res adopted by the authorities, such as limitations on

María González

homes, reveal the degree of housing resilience and

which is another of the facets studied. “During the

individual freedom, as well as the perception of the

CSIC Communications
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All you need to know
about pandemic
research
“A global perspective of the covid-19 pandemic”
is a report compiling all the information on the
coronavirus and the CSIC projects underway

T

to curb the spread of SARS-CoV-2
Over 300 CSIC research groups participate in the interdisciplinary platform PTI Salud Global/Global health.

he covid-19 pandemic,

Salud Global/Global Health, en-

artificial intelligence data and

This interdisciplinary platform

ccines, antiviral drugs, diagnos-

as the protective role food plays

caused by the SARS-

compassing 300 research groups

applications; and regional coor-

has launched a weekly newslet-

tic tests and on the transmission

against

CoV-2 coronavirus, has triggered

and over 100 projects, has promo-

dination.

ter with information on the la-

routes of the virus. It also addres-

apps and the effects of mobility

the worst health crisis of the 21st

ted a coordinated approach to

“Our researchers have taken on

test scientific articles and inter-

ses the specific characteristics of

on viral spreading, among other

century

. By December 2020, over 65

tackle multiple facets of the pan-

this complicated challenge with

national news, as well as CSIC re-

the virus, disease symptoms, new

topics.

million people had been infected

demic. These include: the disea-

great commitment, despite the

search results on covid-19. In Au-

clinical findings, potential after

In the section on disease, “a

and more than one million had

se, its prevention, diagnosis, and

huge uncertainty implicit in a

gust 2020 all this information

effects and the economic and so-

highly relevant study is reported

died worldwide from this infec-

containment, the development

pandemic of such proportions,

was collected in a report entit-

cial impacts wrought by the pan-

on genomic surveillance and va-

tion. The international scientific

of vaccines and treatments, as

triggered by a little-known vi-

led Una visión global de la pan-

demic, among other issues.

riants of SARS-CoV-2 that have

community is working against

well as the economic and so-

rus. This challenge has been sha-

demia covid-19 (“A global pers-

“This report takes a global ap-

circulated since the beginning of

the clock to find solutions to help

cial impacts of the pandemic. In

red by society, sparking collabo-

pective of the covid-19 pandemic:

proach to disseminate the main

the pandemic. CSIC researchers

slow down the spread of this glo-

addition, four cross-cutting the-

rations, innovation and knowled-

what we know and what we are

research

worldwi-

have participated in the study as

bal threat. All this research activi-

matic areas have been establis-

ge”, explains Jesús Marco, Vice

investigating at the CSIC”). The

de, and project-based responses

part of an international consor-

ty is generating an unpreceden-

hed to strengthen these actions:

President for Scientific and Tech-

report summarizes the most re-

and solutions in research fields of

tium. They have also worked on

ted volume of publications and

innovation; information sources;

nical Research at the CSIC.

levant international scientific re-

expertise at the CSIC,” says Victo-

the genetic characterisation of

sults on covid-19 as well as the

ria Moreno-Arribas, CSIC Deputy-

patients.” This section also deals

projects launched by the CSIC to

Vice President for Scientific-Te-

with implications for children

deal with the pandemic.

chnical Areas and coordinator of

and devotes special attention to

the work.

recent knowledge on immunity.

documents.
In March, the CSIC launched
the platform PTI Salud Global/
Global Health, a multidisciplinary
platform set up to tackle the covid-19 pandemic from every angle. The rapid deployment of PTI
48

PTI Salud Global/Global Health brings
together research teams working in ambits
ranging from biotechnology to social sciences

This open-access report, avai-

underway

the

disease,

tracking

lable at Digital.csic, provides a

In the section on prevention,

The severity of the disease is al-

200-page summary of informa-

the report addresses the origin

so described, including new clini-

tion on the development of va-

and ecology of the virus, as well

cal findings and the after effects
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of covid-19. The report states that
our knowledge has improved regarding the clinical manifestations of this disease. First perceived as a respiratory disease of the

The CSIC has promoted interaction
with clinical and industrial sectors to
develop new products

upper respiratory tract with pope complications, later eviden-

the SARS-CoV-2 detection proto-

mission among vulnerable po-

ce indicated an acute respiratory

col in wastewater as an early in-

pulation groups through early

distress syndrome, with further

dicator, developed by the CSIC.

and effective detection. These

evidence of the most serious ca-

The report also addresses the im-

data serve as indicators of local

ses involving cytokine storm with

portance of diagnosis in identi-

and national contact rates, pro-

renal and heart failure, and finally

fying infected people and trea-

viding objective data for authori-

multiple organ failure.

ting them appropriately to redu-

ties to make decisions.

Photo: César HernándeZ

tential interstitial pneumonia-ty-

ce the spread of the virus, as well

During these months, the CSIC

and diagnosis describes the la-

as to determine when the infec-

has constantly encouraged inte-

test developments and scien-

tion has concluded. Details are

raction with the clinical and indus-

tific evidence for the spread of

also provided on the different ty-

trial sectors, promoting the im-

the virus by air and by aerosols.

pes of screening tests and diag-

plication of all agents involved in

It describes preventive measures

nostic strategies to control the

alliances and coordinated actions

so far mainly target diagnostics.

This includes a centralized che-

reno-Arribas points out. “We ho-

to improve ventilation and miti-

spread of infection. These moni-

and driving new product develo-

Outstanding developments inclu-

mical library to form the basis of

pe that research at the CSIC, as

gate transmission, and explains

toring tools help prevent trans-

pment. The products developed

de FFP2 masks, including biode-

a stable drug discovery platform

well as at the national and glo-

gradable masks and new trans-

at the CSIC to address future cha-

bal levels, will enable us to des-

parent formats, and launching an

llenges,” adds Moreno-Arribas.

cribe how these advances ha-

Photo: César HernándeZ

The section on containment

The CSIC has developed a new ELISA kit antibody test with accuracy of almost 100%.
50

The report describes the three CSIC vaccine projects.

ELISA antibody test on the market.

Finally, the section on the

ve brought the pandemic under

The main goal since the pan-

global impact of the pandemic

control in the near future. We al-

demic began has been to deve-

deals with understanding the

so hope this coordinated initiati-

lop a safe and effective vaccine.

effect it is having - and will have

ve of CSIC research teams colla-

One chapter deals with vacci-

- on society, on social structures

borating with other researchers

nes, reporting on the three vacci-

and relations. It focuses on asses-

will be consolidated in the future,

ne projects underway at the CSIC

sing the impact on nursing ho-

opening up an ambitious pers-

(non-infectious replicons, MVA

mes, mental health, habitability

pective to tackle other challen-

vector and DNA vehicle) and re-

and work, as well as highlighting

ges, such as new infectious di-

viewing the most advanced va-

the changes in scientific com-

seases, antibiotic resistance and

ccine projects in the world. The

munication brought about by

emergencies sparked by disea-

development of antiviral drugs is

the health crisis.

ses derived from global change,

also addressed. “The identifica-

“Our knowledge of the pande-

among others,” Moreno-Arribas

tion of antivirals and treatments

mic and its progression is chan-

for the disease has also led to the

ging rapidly, and therefore many

creation of an internal platform

of the contents of this report are

Alejandro Parrilla / Abel Grau

for screening new compounds.

being updated periodically,” Mo-

CSIC Communication

concludes.
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Women scientists take
centre stage in covid-19
research

V

Photo: Agencia SINC

Women scientists lead or codirect the development of new
irologist Isabel Sola, from the CNB-CSIC
(Centro Nacional de Biotecnología), coleads the most ambitious CSIC project

working to obtain a vaccine against covid-19. The
goal is to use genetic engineering to eradicate the
virulence genes, which are viruses’ main ammunition,
keeping only some proteins for the immune system
to recognize. By preserving this machinery, the virus

treatments, diagnostic tests
and virus blockers, as well as
assessing the social impact of
the pandemic

can replicate harmlessly, but still triggers a power-

Virologist Isabel
Sola, co-director

In the field of treatments,

Researcher María Cruz Minguillón, from the

of the CNB-CSIC

immunologist María Monto-

IDAEA-CSIC, has focused on learning how coronavi-

coronavirus

ya, from the CIB-CSIC, con-

rus spreads and has coordinated a guide to improve

laboratory.

ducts a project to unravel tis-

ventilation of enclosed spaces and reduce the risk of

sue inflammation and cell

infection. She has also participated in reports about

ful response in the body’s defenses. Sola, one of the

importance for society, which desperately needs to

death caused by SARS-CoV-2, which will be useful in

coronavirus transmission for the Spanish Ministry of

most outstanding coronavirus experts in Spain, has

hear sensible voices grounded in scientific criteria,”

obtaining specific drugs. From the IIBB-CSIC, gene-

Science and Innovation.

been working for 30 years with virologist Luis Enjua-

says Francisca Puertas, executive Vice President of

ticist Anna Planas is searching for the genetic cau-

From the CINN-CSIC-UNIOVI-Principado de Astu-

nes, with whom she co-directs the CNB-CSIC coro-

the CSIC’s Women & Science Committee.

ses of severe cases of covid-19. At the IBMB-CSIC, Nu-

rias, Belén Cabal co-leads a project which is developing

The CSIC platform PTI Salud Global/Global Health

ria Verdaguer is leading a study on the combination

antimicrobial compounds that prevent viral transmis-

Sola, is one of the most widely known scientists

comprises around 100 research projects, including so-

of various antiviral drugs to block potential coronavi-

sion through domestic, work and urban furniture sur-

leading or co-leading CSIC projects seeking solutions

me directed or co-directed by women researchers.

rus mutants. At IQOG-CSIC, researcher Julia Revuelta

faces. At ICTP-CSIC, Paula Bosch seeks to develop an-

to the pandemic. So too is her colleague, the virolo-

”We have very ambitious projects such as studying

is coordinating the development of an antiviral spray

tiviral polymer coatings for textiles such as bedding,

gist and immunologist Margarita del Val, from the

the causes of severe covid-19 cases, developing scree-

that blocks the spread of SARS-CoV-2.

paints and varnishes, as well as for air-duct filters.

CBM-CSIC-UAM (Centro de Biología Molecular Severo

ning tests, analysing transmission routes and secu-

In the field of detection kits, researcher Mar Valés,

In the field of research into social impacts of the pan-

Ochoa) who coordinates CSIC’s PTI Salud Global/Glo-

ring treatments, such as vaccines and antiviral drugs,”

from CNB-CSIC, has co-directed the development of

demic, researcher Eloísa del Pino, from the IPP-CSIC,

bal Health platform. The health crisis has highlighted

says del Val.

a serological antibody detection kit with reliability of

has coordinated a report with guidelines to improve the

navirus laboratory.

the importance of Science in dealing with emergen-

A global perspective of the Covid-19 pandemic

almost 100%, which is already on the market. From

management of nursing homes, where covid-19 has

cy situations, and has also increased awareness of the

is a report prepared by the PTI Salud Global/Global

the ICN2-CSIC-UAB-GENCAT, researcher Laura Le-

been most harmful. From the IETCC-CSIC, Teresa Cuer-

growing contribution of women scientists in the fight

Health, which gathers together international informa-

chuga, National Research Award 2020, is leading the

do co-directs a project evaluating the impact of the pan-

against coronavirus.

tion available on the coronavirus as well as bringing

European CONVAT project aiming to develop a ra-

demic on the home and living conditions. These are so-

“In the months since the pandemic started, the ro-

together the CSIC projects. It is authored by 49 resear-

pid and affordable nanotechnology-based detection

me of the outstanding projects addressing the pande-

le of many CSIC researchers as communicators of our

chers, 29 of whom are women, and coordinated by

test. Pilar Marco, from IQAC-CSIC, is also co-directing

mic led or co-led by CSIC women researchers.

progress and breakthroughs against the virus, inclu-

Victoria Moreno-Arribas, the Deputy Vice-President

a project to develop detection devices based on mi-

ding Margarita del Val, has been decisive and of great

for Scientific-Technical Areas at the CSIC.

croelectronic technology.
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The fight against
coronavirus: from
bench to bedside
Photo: Yaiza González, CSIC

CSIC researchers turn basic research
into antibody detection tests, masks,
ultrasound and epidemic alert systems

W

Anti-viral mask developed by

e are manufacturing

Lagarón has led a project

cal filtration, unlike the traditio-

between 70,000 and

to produce PPE masks against

nal material, meltblown polypro-

150,000 items of PPE

SARS-CoV-2,

be-

pylene, made mostly in China,

These anti-viral masks, produ-

In the diagnostic field, four

diagnostics, and which can act as

(personal protective equipment)

come a top seller. Through the

which provides electrostatic fil-

ced by the company Bioinicia, are

teams at the CNB-CSIC (Centro

an antigen to reveal the immune

against the coronavirus every

company Bioinicia, spin-off of

tration,” explains Lagarón. “Me-

an example of the effort made by

Nacional de Biotecnología) ha-

response to SARS-CoV-2. The test

week. They are made from a na-

the CSIC, Lagarón and his team

chanical filtration with nanofi-

CSIC researchers to redirect their

ve developed an antibody de-

detects three types of antibodies

nofibre filter we developed in our

launched the masks on the mar-

bres is reported to be more effec-

investigative work in search of in-

tection kit that reveals immuni-

and reveals who has come into

laboratory. They are thinner than

ket in August via Openmarkt,

tive at stopping small aerosols, as

novative solutions to fight against

ty against covid-19. The reliabili-

contact with the coronavirus and

conventional PPE and have a fil-

and the web crashed from the

they have a smaller pore size. The

the pandemic.

ty of test results are around 100%

become immunized, as explained

tration efficiency against fine ae-

volume of traffic. Therefore, the

diameter of our fibre is 30 times

the

according to studies carried out

by the researchers leading these

rosols greater than 97%,” explains

company set up a new e-shop,

finer than that of traditional fi-

CSIC’s

Presiden-

in collaboration with the univer-

four CNB-CSIC teams: Hugh Re-

José María Lagarón, CSIC resear-

Proveil.es.

bre,” he says.

cy for Knowledge Transfer, seve-

sity hospitals La Princesa and La

yburn, Mar Valés, José María Ca-

which

have

IATA-CSIC researchers.

Channeled
Deputy

Antibody detection kit

through
Vice

The test is based on a viral protein that had not been used in

cher at the IATA-CSIC (Instituto de

Bioinicia produces an average

He then provides further de-

ral research teams have launched

Paz, in Madrid. This test comes

sasnovas and José Miguel Rodrí-

Agroquímica y Tecnología de Ali-

of 80,000 PPE per week, as well as

tails: “We are producing or selling

new diagnostic tests for SARS-

in ELISA kit format, produced by

guez Frade. This device is very

mentos).

filter material for surgical masks,

five types of mask: two PPE masks

CoV-2, such as wastewater analy-

the Spanish biotech company

useful to identify people who ha-

“We have tested them and they

and has already produced and

with nominal filtration type FFP2

sis to provide an early coronavi-

Immunostep. It is already on the

ve developed immune protection

are better at expelling heat and

marketed around one million. By

(EC covid-19, certified APPLUS+ in

rus-detection method, and ultra-

market and will be key to iden-

against coronavirus and can help

CO2 generated by our breath than

the end of December they expec-

accordance with standard EN149),

sound using artificial intelligen-

tifying who has contracted the

design an efficient strategy to va-

conventional FFP2 masks. What is

ted to have produced about 2.7

a hygienic mask for 6 to 9 year-old

ce, without losing sight of the fact

virus and is, therefore, immuni-

ccinate the population. This test

more, we have produced new mo-

million.

children, and two surgical masks

that in the mid-term new anti-

zed. The test can also be used to

will also enable us to distinguish

for adults, one with virucide (certi-

virals and vaccines will become

keep track of people who have

between the people who have

fied type IIR in AITEX)”.

available.

been vaccinated.

generated an immune respon-

dels of biodegradable masks with

“These masks are made of na-

antimicrobial properties,” he adds.

nofibres that provide mechani-
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se to the vaccine from those who

ve launched a joint project called

have become infected and res-

VIARAL to apply this technology.
“The protocol involves taking

“Since the beginning of the

wastewater samples and analy-

pandemic, the CSIC has been

sing them to detect viral gene-

coordinating with the Spanish

tic material that is excreted in the

Ministry of Science and Innova-

faeces of any covid-19 patient, be

tion to develop a strategy to en-

they symptomatic or asympto-

sure that both knowledge and te-

matic,” explains Gloria Sánchez

chnology related to covid-19 reach

(IATA-CSIC) who is the Principal

society as soon as possible, and

Investigator of VIARAL. Since the

should also be made available to

pandemic started at the end of

public health systems under rea-

February 2020, our team been

sonable conditions. Our goal from

busy developing this method.

the outset has been to save lives,”

In doing so, out team has de-

says Ángela Ribeiro, Deputy Vice

signed a wastewater monitoring

President for Knowledge Transfer

system in numerous municipali-

at the CSIC.

ties, which has facilitated a rapid

Photo: Ana Allende CEBAS CSIC

pond to the whole virus.

Tertiary wastewater

“Furthermore, we also belie-

response to the appearance of

This protocol is being used na-

intelligence to simplify image

condition at all disease stages, in-

ve it is essential that these tech-

new outbreaks. Ana Allende (CE-

tionally within the microbiologi-

interpretation. This equipment

cluding potential chronic pro-

nologies are transferred to Spa-

BAS-CSIC) and co-director of the

cal wastewater surveillance pro-

ne whether the control measu-

is

to

blems in the medium and long

nish companies to avoid depen-

research explans: “this method

gramme as an epidemiological

res established in the different

disinfect, thus reducing the risk

term,” explains Camacho. Other

dence on third countries in a sec-

has been shown to forecast the

indicator for an early warning sys-

regions were being effective.

of healthcare worker contagion.

participants are the Universidad

tor as strategic as that of health,”

appearance of the first clinical ca-

tem to rapidly detect SARS-CoV-2

Within a few days of implemen-

Compared to other similar tech-

Complutense de Madrid and the

she adds.

ses detected in a given area or po-

in Spain, promoted by the Spa-

ting them, the concentrations of

nologies, this device will offer

Hospital Universitario La Paz, with

pulation”.

nish Ministry for Ecological Tran-

the viral RNA in wastewater were

the advantage of automatically

the support of the CDTI, a centre

Initially, the procedure was im-

sition and Demographic Challen-

stabilized or reduced,” the resear-

measuring the degree to which

for industrial technological deve-

plemented in the region of Murcia

ge. It is also used to detect SARS-

chers note.

the lungs are affected, there-

lopment.

Two CSIC teams have coordi-

in collaboration with Esamur, the

CoV-2 in Spanish city sewers and

nated to develop an early detec-

regional institution for wastewater

nursing homes.

tion system of SARS-CoV-2 circu-

sanitation and treatment, and la-

VIARAL is now working to op-

lation using molecular wastewa-

ter in conjunction with researchers

timize methodological sensitivi-

Also within the field of co-

Dasel, a Spanish company spe-

is working to turn the technolo-

ter analysis. These two teams,

from the I2SysBio (Instituto de Bio-

ty, sequencing SARS-CoV-2 stra-

vid-19 detection and monitoring,

cializing in ultrasound technolo-

gies and know-how achieved by

from the IATA-CSIC and the CE-

logía Integrativa de Sistemas), joint

ins from the waters and establis-

pulmonary ultrasound technolo-

gy, is undertaking this develop-

CSIC laboratories into innovative

BAS-CSIC (Centro de Edafología y

CSIC-UV centre, in wastewater

hing mathematical models that

gy is being developed by a team

ment, which could be available

products and services, which can

Biología Aplicada del Segura) ha-

treatment plants in Valencia.

can provide additional informa-

from the ITEFI-CSIC (Instituto de

by mid-2021. The goal is to extend

reach the market and help mi-

tion to further enhance this early

Tecnologías Físicas y de la Infor-

lung ultrasound availability to a

tigate the effects of the covid-19

warning system for covid-19 out-

mación), led by researchers Jor-

greater number of professionals

pandemic.

breaks. “During the second wa-

ge Camacho and Tomás Gómez.

and services, from primary care to

ve of the pandemic, the data ob-

The new tool will take images of

intensive care. “This is a very spe-

Ángela Molina / Abel Grau

tained were used to determi-

the lungs and combine artificial

cific tool, designed to assess lung

CSIC Communications

Wastewater detection

Detecting the virus in wastewater can be a
useful early warning system
56

treatment plant.

Pulmonary ultrasound

user-friendly

and

easy

by facilitating examination and

Along with these four exam-

improving patient management

ples, the CSIC’s Deputy Vice Pre-

and follow-up.

sidency for Knowledge Transfer
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Photo: ICN2

Urgent European funding
for SARS-CoV-2 detection
and treatment
An ICN2 team is developing a rapid coronavirus detection
test while CNB scientists test the effectiveness of
antibodies that neutralize the virus

T

he global challenge po-

pid detection system; and the vi-

red by Lechuga’s team in the de-

sed by coronavirus has

rologists Luis Enjuanes and Isa-

tection of biomarkers for cancer

changed the way re-

bel Sola, at the CNB-CSIC (Centro

and allergies.

searchers do science. This sce-

Nacional de Biotecnología), two

The project addresses two

nario has sparked into action an

of Spain’s leading experts on co-

diagnostic strategies: direct de-

open and collaborative scien-

ronavirus, who are participating

tection of the whole virus and

ce, in which scientists worldwi-

in MANCO, a project to develop

identification of viral RNA. The

de seek solutions to tackle the

monoclonal antibodies, one of

first is performed using specific

covid-19 pandemic through on-

the most promising treatments

antibodies placed on the surface

going cooperation and informa-

against covid-19.

of the microchip sensor, which

tion exchange.

CoNVaT designs a new por-

interact with the spike (S) protein

Institutions have also reacted

table device to detect corona-

of the virus and trap it. Binding of

quickly to boost this internatio-

virus in less than 30 minutes,

the virus to the sensor is obser-

nal endeavour. In January 2020

from a sample of nasopharyn-

ved in real time, taking 10 or 20

the European Union launched

geal fluid or saliva, without the

minutes.

an emergency call to investiga-

need for analysis in clinical labo-

“One of the main features of

te the coronavirus. Two teams

ratories. This device features a

our device is that not only can

from the CSIC obtained funding:

biosensor based on optical na-

it detect the presence of the vi-

the nanotechnology expert Lau-

notechnology. It consists of a

rus, but can also quantify the vi-

ra Lechuga, from the ICN2-CSIC-

microchip with interferometric

ral load,” Lechuga tells us. This

UAB-GENCAT (Instituto Catalán

waveguides, combining micro-

technology

de Nanociencia y Nanotecnolo-

fluidics and optical and electro-

and quantification possible in a

gía), who leads CoNVaT, a pro-

nic engineering. This technology

single step, without the need to

ject aiming to obtain a novel ra-

is based on the experience acqui-

amplify the sample, as is the ca-
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makes

detection

Researcher Laura Lechuga (left), at her ICN2 laboratory.
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se with PCR. “Quantifying the vi-

Virologist Luis Enjuanes participates in MANCO, a European project

ral load can be very useful for di-

aiming to produce monoclonal antibodies against covid-19.

sease prognosis, to monitor those people who have very high vito measure samples of covid-19

tection of SARS-CoV-2, and that

for infection, as well as to check

in patients admitted to hospital.

could be both appealing and

the effectiveness of treatment,”

“For these validations, healthcare

profitable in the long term.”

Photo: Susana de Lucas CNB-CSIC

ral loads and greater potential

she highlights. What is more,
this technology can measure
very low concentrations of the
virus.
The second strategy addressed by Lechuga’s project is to
identify viral RNA. The presence of SARS-CoV-2 is detected
using complementary DNA pro-

workers will use PCR technology
and our device with the same patient to compare the two technologies,” he adds.

Antibodies that
neutralize the virus

The CSIC researcher is confi-

Luis Enjuanes and Isabel So-

dent that this Spanish technolo-

la participate in MANCO (Mono-

gy will be manufactured in Spain.

clonal Antibodies for Novel Coro-

“With willingness and the neces-

navirus), a project seeking to de-

sary funding and staff, it could

velop protective monoclonal an-

bes to sequence the RNA of the

virus or pneumonia, for example.

Tests to verify the reliability of

SARS-CoV-2 in order to measure

possibly be on the market in un-

tibodies against the coronavirus.

coronavirus. Simultaneously, in

“Above all, this device will be very

the device have been run at the

sensor sensitivity. CNB-CSIC uses

der a year. True to say that an in-

This technique consists of clo-

the same test, an analysis de-

useful in a few years’ time, when

ICN2 Level 2 biosafety labora-

SARS-CoV-2 with non-infectious

vestment of several million euros

ning antibodies from patients

termines what type of virus the

we will coexist with the virus on-

tory, where scientists first wor-

RNA to check detection levels.

must be made, but these devi-

who have overcome covid-19,

sample contains, differentiating

ce the pandemic is over,” Lechu-

ked with pseudoviruses desig-

The last step in verifying the

ces can be used for many other

which helped them neutralize

between coronavirus, influenza

ga predicts.

ned with the same envelope as

feasibility of the device will be

applications, not only for the de-

the coronavirus.

GALLERY

International cooperation
boosts pandemic research

Commission to mitigate the potential effects of

virus, co-led by the European Commission, France,

the pandemic on research and project implemen-

Germany, Spain, Italy, the United Kingdom, Norway,

tation.

Saudi Arabia, Canada and Japan, which has raised

Here at the CSIC’s Vice Presidency for Interna-

almost 16,000 million euros for treatments and va-

tional Affairs, like our whole Institution and public

ccines and for global recovery.

administrative offices, we have continued to pro-

Scientific research cannot be conceived without

In the European Union, the first ERAvsCorona

international collaboration. The need for the ad-

Action Plan is one example of the value of interna-

vancement of science and knowledge has become

tional cooperation, adopted by Research and Inno-

In addition, the Horizon 2020 programme laun-

even more apparent with the advent of the co-

vation Ministries in the European Union. It contem-

ched Extraordinary Calls for covid. As of Septem-

vid-19 pandemic. Faced with this crisis, science has

plates ten measures to coordinate EU research and

ber 2020, the Commission has invested more than

All these measures seek to promote internatio-

rallied to seek a rapid solution to this great global

innovation actions to tackle the health crisis.

450 million euros in 103 H2020 projects on covid-19.

nal cooperative research, to enable us to find solu-

The CSIC participates in two of these: MANCO and

tions to overcome these new challenges. Indeed,

CoNVaT.

this is one of our goals and a duty research owes

challenge.
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of collaboration is the Global Response to Corona-

The proposed actions include the coordination

vide support to researchers at every step of their
project.

In April 2020 the World Health Organization

of research funds, access to research infrastructu-

(WHO), together with other global organizations,

res, a platform associated with the European Open

Steps have been taken by the regional and na-

launched a series of global collaborative actions to

Science Cloud (EOSC) to share research data or the

tional institutions (techno-industrial innovation

boost the development of new diagnostic, treatment

one-stop shop for all European funding on corona-

centres and state research agencies), the Minis-

CSIC Vice-Presidency

and vaccination methods to tackle covid-19.

virus, the ERA corona platform. Another example

try of Science and Innovation and the European

for International Affairs

to society.
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These

synthetic
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antibodies

can be produced massively in
huge quantities and could serve to protect the population against SARS-CoV-2. They would be
a kind of synthetic version of the
defences produced naturally by
the immune system. This strategy could be applied in combination with antivirals and vaccines.
The first results indicate that, unlike the vaccine, this therapy does
not serve to protect the gene-

SARS-CoV-2 virions.

ral population. This is because it
does not boost the generation of

ria or viruses to neutralize the in-

we do is to select those antibo-

more antibodies, but is devised

fection. Their research involves

dies that recognize the spike

as a complementary treatment

designing versions of these mo-

(S) protein and neutralize it. In

for sick patients. Enjuanes’ group

lecules in the lab, to recognize

other words, they are able to in-

is also undertaking one of the

specific targets that prevent viral

activate the virus and, thus, pro-

most ambitious vaccine projects

replication or stop the immune

tect patients,” explains Luis En-

for SARS-CoV-2.

system from overreacting aga-

juanes.

Antibodies (a type of proteins)

inst the virus.

ICN2 researchers working on the CoNVaT project, funded by the European Union.

Therefore, their supply is not li-

technology is perfectly establis-

rrently in the clinical trial phase.

Conventional mice or mice

mited like that of the plasma ob-

hed, but is considered a conven-

The third would be monoclonal

form part of the human body’s

MANCO, which kicked off in

carrying human immune sys-

tained from patients who ha-

tional system that can be perfor-

antibodies. All three are comple-

natural defences against infec-

March 2020, builds on the suc-

tem cells are immunized, so they

ve recovered from the disease.

med in laboratories and produ-

mentary and could be adminis-

tious pathogens. Normally, these

cess achieved by the group in an

produce specific antibodies aga-

Another advantage is their high

ced on a large scale. In fact, im-

tered simultaneously to achieve

proteins attach to parts of bacte-

earlier project to create protec-

inst the spike of the virus. This

specificity. “They react to a sin-

munotherapy is commonly used

effective protection.”

tive antibodies against another

how we produce them. Then, the

gle antigenic determinant of the

against other diseases such as

The researchers hope to eva-

coronavirus, the MERS-CoV. As

most efficient ones are selected

viral spike (S) protein, that is, the

cancer because it is highly effec-

luate the first monoclonal an-

some antibodies recognized the

and tested to see if they are sa-

minimum portion of a macromo-

tive and has few side effects due

tibodies in early 2021, synthesi-

S protein region of the spike, they

fe and effective. To do so, they are

lecule capable of being recogni-

to its great specificity,.

zed by researchers from Eras-

proposed evaluating their effec-

injected into mice, ferrets, ma-

zed by the immune system. The-

According to Enjuanes, mono-

mus University Rotterdam in the

tiveness against SARS-CoV-2.

caques and finally tested in hu-

refore, we can be highly selective

clonal antibodies represent one

Netherlands, and subsequently

mans. They are intended to be

when choosing only the antibo-

of the three main protection stra-

evaluated in mice. “If all goes to

identical proteins because they

administered

dies that guarantee very power-

tegies against SARS-CoV-2. “The

plan, we expect they will be avai-

are produced by just one type of

patients or people at risk, in addi-

ful neutralization,” he says.

first is to obtain effective vacci-

lable to test in humans in the

immune system cell: B lympho-

tion to vaccines and antivirals.

Enjuanes was the first to ob-

nes, such as those we are deve-

first quarter of the year,” he con-

be

tain monoclonal antibodies in

loping at CNB-CSIC. The second

cludes.

city against a certain antigen or

synthesized in limitless supplies

Spain using a technique he lear-

is to treat patients using antiviral

foreign viral substance, which is

and grown in authorized labora-

ned at the National Institutes of

drugs, such as remdesivir or apli-

Gema de la Asunción

why they are called monoclonal.

tory cells inside metallized ves-

Health (NIH) in the United States

dine, produced by the Spanish

/ María González

In the case of coronavirus, what

sels for large-scale production.

during the eighties. Today, the

pharmaceutical PharmaMar, cu-

CSIC Communications

Monoclonal
antibodies are
one of the three
main protection
strategies against
SARS-CoV-2
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“Monoclonal antibodies are

cytes. Each has a unique specifi-

intravenously

Immunoglobulins

can

to
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CSIC predoctoral researchers
redirect their work to seek vaccines,
develop masks, test plants to produce
drugs, and use CRISPR technology
against the virus

“The pandemic has taught us that science
is a process of continuous adaptation”

S

Science displays continuous adaptation

ne whether this transcription factor, related to cyto-

searchers. Examples of these initiatives include stu-

using three different viral vectors in N. benthamia-

and social commitment. As a trainee re-

kine coding, is able to coordinate the immune sys-

dying plant viruses, developing a potential vacci-

na,” says this researcher.

searcher, for me the pandemic provides

tem response, and intervene in hyperinflammation,

ne, searching for new detection methods based

In this way, scientists hope to get the structural

an opportunity for learning and personal develop-

immunosuppression and fever, all considered criti-

on molecular scissors and antibody tests, as well as

proteins to assemble in vivo, reaching a sufficient

ment,” says José Javier Fernández from his labora-

cal factors associated with the disease,” he explains.

manufacturing more effective masks.

concentration of VLP to purify them from leaves of

tory at the IBGM-CSIC-UVa (Instituto de Biología y

In collaboration with experts at the Hospital Clíni-

Genética Molecular de Valladolid). In recent months

co Universitario in Valladolid, Fernández and his co-

his group, which specialises in innate immunity and

lleagues are analysing samples from severe and as-

inflammation, has oriented its research towards un-

ymptomatic patients, as well as from an uninfected

Mireia Uranga works in the group led by José An-

as those based on attenuated or inactivated viru-

derstanding how covid-19 acts in the most severe

control group. The clinical protocol takes into ac-

tonio Darós at the IBMCP-CSIC-UPV (Instituto de

ses. VLPs lack viral genetic material and, therefo-

disease cases. Specifically, they are studying why

count factors such as viral load, age, fever, associa-

Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas), focusing

re, avoid the adverse effects triggered by adminis-

the cytokine storm is triggered. This uncontrolla-

ted diseases and respiratory function, among other

on the search for biotechnological applications in

tering the vaccine itself, such as the development

ble reaction of the immune system can lead to the

parameters. This researcher clarifies that “analysing

plant viruses, which are also proving to be a useful

of disease in patients due to an inefficient immune

death of covid-19 patients in critical condition.

samples will help us to determine early on if there

tool in the fight against coronavirus.

system response,” Uranga states.

The key may be found in the functionally active pro-

is a determining factor of the cytokine storm; this

“We used the Nicotian benthamian plant in all

Another researcher at the IBMCP, María Nico-

tein sXBP1, which intervenes in the “quality con-

could provide a prognostic biomarker and a clue to

our experiments. We are investigating whether this

lau works on co-expressing heavy and light chains

trol” system enabling the endoplasmic reticulum,

developing therapeutic approaches to covid-19”.

plant model can serve as a biofactory to produce

of antibodies against coronavirus in plants. Her re-

a cellular organelle, to eliminate defective or poorly

The IBGM project focusing on understanding the

viral particles lacking genetic material, the so-ca-

search aims to develop a system that allows two di-

folded proteins. According to previous studies,

cytokine storm associated with SARS-Cov-2 is one

lled virus-like particles (VLP). Our goal is to produce

fferent viral vectors to be co-inoculated in N. bentha-

sXBP1 would play a central role in boosting cytoki-

of many initiatives being run at the CSIC to ad-

VLP of SARS-CoV-2 by co-expressing three structu-

miana through agro-infiltration with a single strain

ne production. “What we intend to do is determi-

dress the pandemic and involving predoctoral re-

ral proteins that make up the viral particle envelope

of the bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens.
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N. benthamiana and use them as preventive thera-

Instrumental plants

py against SARS-CoV-2 infection. “VLPs are a much
safer alternative than other types of vaccines, such
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gical test. This test demonstrates over 98% reliaOn the left, PhD researcher José Manuel

bility rates according to the studies carried out in

Honrubia, CNB-CSIC.

collaboration with the Immunology Units at the
Hospital Universitario de La Princesa and Hospital

“The objective of doing this is to achieve the co-

Universitario de La Paz. The tests are being produ-

expression of both chains of each antibody clone in

ced by the Spanish company Immunostep in ELI-

a set of plant cells, forming a kind of mosaic. Each

SA kit format.

mosaic tile would express different heavy chain and

“My role in antibody testing has been to clone

light chain sequences, resulting in a plant produ-

coronavirus proteins so they can be expressed in

cing a polyclonal antibody mixture. These antibo-

bacteria. The novelty we are working on now, which

dies could be useful in virus detection kits, as well as

I am also collaborating on, is to adapt the test so it

for immunotherapy,” Nicolau explains.

can be performed through flow cytometry, a faster
technique that is routinely used in hospitals,” explains Fernández.

CRISPR technology
Predoctoral researcher Javier Sánchez at the

Developing more effective masks

IBMCP contributes to a project focusing on SARS-

Kelly Johana forms part of the project led by

Cas genetic editing technique, the so-called mole-

José María Lagarón, from the IATA-CSIC (Institu-

cular scissors. “At present, PCR-based methods are

to de Agroquímica y Tecnología de Alimentos) to

the benchmark due, mainly, to their high sensitivity.

produce protective masks against coronavirus.

Photo: J. M. Honrubia

CoV-2 detection using tools based on the CRISPR-

However, one drawback of PCR tests is that they require specialized equipment and personnel, which
slows down test results,” says Sánchez.
This detection method is based on CAS nuclease activity. “CAS nuclease binds to the amplifica-

They began to develop these when the pandemic began and, through Bioinicia, a CSIC technology-based company, manufacture about 145,000
masks a week.
“Specif ically, I have participated in the tests

tion products of the virus nucleic acids, triggering

ago. Together with researchers Luis Enjuanes, Isa-

that can block these pathways and thus obtain

to characterize the material used for the f ilters

fluorescence emission. This reduces reaction times

bel Sola and Sonia Zúñiga, this team’s work involves

antivirals,” Honrubia tells us.

of these masks. I have evaluated its antimicro-

without losing sensitivity and facilitates detection-

locating the virulence genes of the virus and elimi-

method portability,” adds the CSIC researcher.

nating them via genetic modification. By suppres-

bial activity against two bacterial strains,” this

New antibody tests

predoctoral researcher informs us. The nanof i-

Implementing this kind of diagnostic method,

sing these genes, they obtain an attenuated version

whose effectiveness is still under investigation, would

of the virus, which can later be used as a vaccine.

Daniel Fernández, also from CNB-CSIC, belongs

nical f iltration, which is more durable and eff i-

not only contribute to coping with the current pande-

In this way, patients develop an immune response

to one of the four teams at this research institu-

cient, especially to prevent the entry of small

mic, but could also be applied to future scenarios mar-

that protects them to future exposure of the viru-

te that began to develop new antibody tests to

aerosols.

ked by other emerging viruses, due to the ease with

lent virus.

shed light on immunity against covid-19 during

These seven examples are a sample of the en-

“My main task in the SARS-CoV-2 project is to

the lock-down. These tests are crucial, since many

deavour being made by the research and technical

identify the genes involved in its virulence in or-

of the people infected do not have disease symp-

staff in training at the CSIC to come up with effecti-

der to develop a virus that lacks these genes. I

toms or just very mild symptoms.

ve solutions to fight the pandemic.

which the CRISPR/Cas system can be reprogrammed.

A candidate vaccine

bres that make up the masks provide mecha-

am also helping to identify the cellular signalling

Scientists have already managed to identify

Jose Manuel Honrubia began working at the

pathways linked to the replication and pathoge-

a new protein that functions as an antigen and

Alda Ólafsson

Coronavirus Laboratory of the CNB-CSIC five years

nesis of SARS-CoV-2, and to discover compounds

combine it with other viral antigens in a serolo-
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“Vaccines and treatments are only approved
if they are safe and effective”
Geneticist Lluís Montoliu, from CNB-CSIC, is
leading a project that uses CRISPR molecular
scissors to tackle coronavirus, while disseminating
his work on social networks at the same time

ded at present, which focuses on
the cell-culture step and lasts one
year. Then, we could apply for funding to do the same with animals.
This would take at least another
year, so we would not be running
clinical trials with people until 2022
or 2023. I know we are all in a hurry but, as I always say in terms of
research: “more haste, less speed.”
Q: About vaccines, surveys show
that some people are reluctant.
A: Like all these battles, false controversies and people who refuse
to believe the effects of the corona-

G

Photo: HSJDD

virus, according to the CIS (Centro
de Investigaciones Sociológicas), a
significant percentage of the SpaLluís Montoliu uses bits of Lego to demonstrate

nish population are anti-vaxxers.

how DNA functions.

This is nonsense, but something
has to be done. We will have to pro-

eneticist and biotech-

genome and thus prevent it from

of social media and innovate with

red: “Is there any way to apply this

ce the Cas13d tool inside coronavi-

vide clear explanations —especia-

nologist Lluís Monto-

spreading. Should they manage to

new formats, like home-recorded

knowledge to fight covid?” And we

rus-infected cells so that, with RNA

lly those who are working on vacci-

liu is a researcher at the

make the coronavirus disappear or

videos on YouTube.

found a way. Among the myriad

guides, it pairs with the SARS-CoV-2

nes— and lead by way of example. I

CNB-CSIC (Centro Nacional de Bio-

decrease in cell cultures using this

applications of CRISPR tools, there

genome, cuts it, inactivates it and

have no doubt whatsoever about a

tecnología del CSIC) and also one

strategy, they would start experi-

Question: How can Genetics help

is one that uses a specific nuclea-

stops the virus from replicating.

vaccine that has been approved by

of the leading experts in CRISPR

menting with animals and, finally,

in the fight against coronavirus?

se, Cas13d, capable of cutting RNA

technologies, something akin to

carry out clinical trials with people.

Answer: A few years ago I started

[rather than DNA, like most CRISPR

Q: How long could the whole

se I will get vaccinated. This must
be clearly stated.

the competent authorities; of cour-

molecular scissors able to edit ge-

Besides his research activity, this

using CRISPR gene editing tools,

systems]. RNA, which is the inter-

process take before reaching the

nes at will. In the midst of the pan-

scientist is an enthusiastic science

which were discovered by micro-

mediary molecule forming a brid-

point of undertaking human cli-

demic, Montoliu and other resear-

populariser. The restrictions impo-

biologist Francis Mojica, from the

ge between DNA and protein, is al-

nical trials?

Q: Would you say that outreach

chers set out to put these tools in-

sed by the current health crisis ha-

University of Alicante. When the

so the genome of the SARS-CoV-2

A: I will be happy if we validate our

should also work towards coun-

to action to attack the SARS-CoV-2

ve led him to explore the potential

pandemic broke out, I wonde-

coronavirus. The goal is to introdu-

hypothesis within the project fun-

teracting all the fake news?
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A: Yes, absolutely, you have to tac-

across to more people in a simpler

kle that. But I want to make so-

and more entertaining way. I looked

mething

outreach

round my house for toys and found

should be grounded in knowledge

the Lego construction blocks. Using

and specialization. I am an expert

these pieces I made ten home vi-

in genetics and, although I know a

deos, which have had a great recep-

lot about vaccines, I am not a spe-

tion. The videos cover a wide range,

cialist in this field. It should really

such as how a PCR test is done, how

be the experts who take the lead,

CRISPR works, the inheritance of

and the rest of us will back them

mutations and Mendel’s laws.

very

clear:

up. If we are talking about genetics,

Photo: L. Montoliu
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I’ll come out and defend whatever

Q: What are the advantages and

it takes. It is important for anyone

disadvantages of social networks

who goes on the radio or television

as communication channels?

to know how to answer all kinds of

A: I am not a youtuber, I am a re-

questions. There is a difference bet-

searcher who is also involved in ou-

A: Sure. In recent months I have re-

regarding the pathogens them-

prevent or treat them, and if possi-

know their effects in 12 months’

ween people who do research as

treach. But the videos have hel-

ceived countess messages. You

selves. Now we are talking about

ble we do both. Prevention means

time, we have to wait 12 months,

well as science outreach activities,

ped me reach many more people.

enter into discussion with plen-

SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, but it

stopping those who have not had

that has to be explained. That is

and communicators, who can talk

You upload a video to YouTube and

ty of people. The network I’m most

could be the flu or any other vi-

the disease from developing it;

why in the clinical phase —Pha-

about anything and convey any

suddenly you exceed 50,000 views.

comfortable with is Twitter; I think it is

rus. Anything with a genetic ba-

to do that we will need vaccines.

se 4— they record everything that

topic to sway public opinion, be it

I’ve never reached so many people

excellent for those people engaged

sis can be attacked with CRISPR

Whereas treating means curing

happens to people who have been

about stars, vaccines or nutrition.

before! I also like the radio; I’ve been

in research and outreach. I now use

tools. On the other hand, we have

the people who have not been va-

treated or vaccinated. If unexpec-

collaborating with RNE on A hom-

Twitter to consult the bases of scien-

genetics from the perspective of

ccinated in time or for whom vac-

ted results appear at 6, 8 or 10

Q: During the confinement you

bros de gigantes (On the shoul-

tific articles, because if you follow the

humans. Not everyone who beco-

cines are ineffective. These are the

months, treatment must be stop-

uploaded a series of videos on

ders of giants) for over a year now.

journals and laboratories that inter-

mes infected develops covid; not

challenges we face and there are

ped, administered differently, and

YouTube in which you used Lego

Of course, on the radio you only ha-

est you on Twitter, you find things

all those who do develop it end up

already numerous treatments and

dose modified... We must disclo-

to explain genetics. Have you had

ve two or three minutes to answer

out sooner than if you consult their

in need of intensive care; and not

vaccines underway. Even though

se all this, and here in Spain it will

to sharpen your wits?

a question. When I need to explain

publications. Now, when you publish

all those who enter intensive ca-

we talk about four or five vaccines,

also be necessary to strengthen

A: For me the pandemic has been a

an idea more extensively I prefer

an article, you talk about it on the

re end up dying. The explanation

there are actually more than 200

the credibility of the authorities,

huge change. Until the 14th of March

to write in blogs or newspapers. If

networks, with links to the people

is not luck, but our diverse genetic

prototypes that will be released

who may have lost credit with so

I gave three or four lectures a week

you add up all those communica-

you want. This can spark conversa-

make-up. That’s why several pro-

gradually. The first ones we use

many twists and turns. The Eu-

in Spain and other countries. Since

tion channels, you can reach a lot of

tions and even collaborations. Some-

jects are trying to reveal these ge-

may not be the best.

ropean Medicines Agency or the

then, no trips at all. Suddenly, my on-

people. I try to post each one of my

times a colleague writes to you and

netic differences.

site-based dissemination skills, cras-

messages on all my social media

says, “I have seen that you are doing

hed. My visits to secondary schools

networks: Twitter, Facebook, Linke-

this and I do something similar. Shall

were also cancelled. We signed up

dIn, Instagram, and YouTube. We

we do something together?”.

for crash-courses on video conferen-

have to be there, where society is.

cing and started recording Webi-

The videos by the geneticist Lluís Montoliu have reached 55,000 views on YouTube.

AEMPS (Agencia Española de MeQ: What challenges does the

dicamento y Productos Sanitarios)

Q: What will be the main challen-

pandemic pose in terms of ou-

are highly reputable institutions.

ges in managing the pandemic

treach?

When vaccines and treatments

in the coming months?

A: The challenge is to convey all

are approved, it is because they

Q: What role could genetics play

A: From a scientific viewpoint, the

this to society honestly. We don’t

are effective and, above all, safe.

nars and using YouTube. Then I star-

Q: Would you say that one of the

in potential future pandemics?

challenges are very clear. Whate-

have very effective treatments yet.

ted to think about how to get the-

advantages of social media is the

A: Genetics is going to have a two-

ver diseases we are prone to, es-

And regarding vaccines, we ne-

Mónica Lara del Vigo

se complex topics about genetics

chance to receive feedback?

pronged effect. On the one hand,

pecially infectious ones, we either

ed to do more research. For us to

CSIC Scientific Culture
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How will
coronavirus
change our diet?
Specialists and companies from the agri-food sector
report that the initial phase in the coronavirus crisis
has had a huge impact on what we eat

T

A growing number of people

There has been a polari-

Studies indicate that this gene-

rating products that reduce the

if they do not meet the sensory

seek well-being and overall

se in products aiming to promo-

zation of the market: whi-

ration is especially concerned

risk of chronic diseases (diabe-

quality people expect. Thus, they

health (physical, mental and

te health and a flexitarian diet, as

le some households have opted

about the impact of the pande-

tes and obesity) which, in turn,

will have to be tasty and inviting.

emotional) by consuming

more and more people seek to-

for healthier products, others

mic on their lifestyle, their health

favour the development of other

tal well-being and comprehen-

have been forced to reduce their

and their economy. This popula-

pathologies. The food industry

•

certain foods.

expenditure on food. The signs

tion group seems to be the most

will have no choice but to inno-

munity (immunonutrition). As

asons of sustainability grew by

emotional)

indicate that there will be no

likely to introduce changes in

vate and will therefore have to

a result of the pandemic, food

44% between 2014 and 2017. For

sumption of certain foods. This al-

middle class as far as diet is con-

their habits due to the pande-

seek collaboration with health

and beverages to help stren-

the most part, these changes in

so explains the growing interest

cerned.

mic, and to demand healthier

professionals and specialists in

gthen immunity will enjoy in-

dietary habits are aimed at fa-

in herbs, spices and importation

However, regardless of this pola-

food and beverages. For this ge-

food science.

creasing popularity. The ingre-

vouring the environment and for

of natural ingredients of plant ori-

rization, it seems that more and

neration, the connection bet-

What will the post-covid-19 food

dients that will most likely suc-

personal health and well-being.

gin from other cultures. It also ac-

more people will demand hig-

ween food and health has never

and beverage supply look like?

ceed during this period are tho-

Food companies will have to con-

counts for the increasing demand

her quality food and beverages.

been so clear.

Essentially, it will return to the

se with beneficial properties for

sider the factors that consumers

for products with extra health be-

This situation calls for innovation

Companies in the sector will ha-

basics, without giving up conve-

immunity, such as vitamin C, vi-

deem most important when se-

nefits, rich in antioxidants, anti-

in this field, posing a challenge

ve to adapt to this new scenario.

nience and health.

tamin D, probiotics, protein, and

lecting such products: protein

inflammatories, vegetable prote-

for the food industry.

The changes include the promo-

content (35%), use of natural in-

ins and dietary fiber. These trends

Why do we say this? The rea-

tion of e-commerce and other

•

dietary fiber.

offer a great opportunity for food

son is that the consumers set-

shopping

con-

nt. The most successful pro-

•

gredients (41%) and taste (68%).

sustainable

They will also be required to find

innovation and the development

ting the trend are the so-called

venient and close at hand. So-

ducts will be those that consu-

foods Alternatives to meat and

sustainable alternatives to plas-

of snacks.

millennials– 20 to 30 year olds –.

me are also investing in elabo-

mers consider healthier, but also

dairy products are becoming

tics and other non-recyclable

more enjoyable. However nutri-

particularly popular: 39% of Eu-

packaging materials. A society-

tious and beneficial these pro-

ropean consumers are interes-

driven increase in demand.

ducts are for health, functional

ted in plant-based products and

foods and beverages will only re-

the number of people who swit-

•

Total well-being. As seen, the-

Investigación en Ciencias

ach a small percentage of people

ched to vegetarian options for re-

re will be a predictable increa-

de la Alimentación)

environments,

More and more people are demanding
higher quality food and drinks
72

Taste will remain paramou-

Products to strengthen im-

Healthy

and

sive health (physical, mental and
through

the

con-

María Dolores del Castillo
and Amaia Iriondo
CIAL (Instituto de
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Immunologist Mario
Mellado directs the CNB

Photo: CNB-CSIC

INSTITUTIONAL

(Centro Nacional de
Biotecnología), at the
epicentre of SARS-Cov-2
research, where vaccines,
antivirals and antibodies
are being sought

“Enjuanes seeks a
vaccine using unique
technology”

J

detect the virus. Simultaneously, three groups be-

se it generates a synthetic virion that shares many of

gan to generate antigens and collaborate with each

the characteristics of the virus, but is not transmissi-

other to design an assay to detect antibodies in pa-

ble from cell to cell. The virion enters the cells, but it

tients’ serum. A test kit was designed, ELISA, to reveal

does not leave, in other words, it is not passed on to

whether patients had been in contact with the virus.

other cells. This is very interesting because that virus

The assay was carried out in record time, and worked

has the same proteins on the outside as the real vi-

very well. Thanks to the work of the Deputy Vice Pre-

rus and thus sparks a very powerful immune respon-

sidency for Knowledge Transfer we managed to fi-

se. This prototype has taken much more to develop.

le the patent, then we contacted a company and six

No other vaccine has been developed using this tech-

months later we launched the test on the market and

nology, it is a unique development that we hope will

it has been made available to the public.

set off a very powerful and lasting immune response.

Q: What is the structural studies platform looking for?

Q: What contacts have been made with companies

A: The centre is very well equipped with imaging

to produce vaccines?

equipment, optical and electron microscopy, and the-

A: Biofabri has provided its facilities to produce the va-

re are several groups that have a lot of experience in

ccine developed by Esteban’s team. In fact, they are

protein structure analysis. This has proved essential

preparing the clinical batches in pathogen-free con-

to discover what the viral proteins are like and what

ditions. The question of the prototype under develo-

nooks and crannies they hide. This shows us where it

pment by Enjuanes’ group have proved more diffi-

is most efficient to place the target to develop antibo-

cult. Since the technology they use is very specific, not

dies or compounds that block the virus.

every company can produce it. Finally, we located a
company in Belgium that would appear to have the

Q: What about Mariano Esteban’s vaccine project,

necessary technology. We are currently negotiating

what stage is it at?

with them.

ust two months after being appointed director

of SARS-2. This places us at the forefront of Spanish re-

A: The system devised by Esteban’s group uses an in-

of the CNB-CSIC, immunologist Mario Mellado

search to learn about the virus and develop therapies.

activated smallpox virus as a vehicle into which they

Q: What have corporate donations meant in terms

had to face the greatest management challenge in

In this context, we have organized different work plat-

splice the SARS-CoV-2 protein responsible for gaining

of boosting public research?

his whole career: organizing and directing the activi-

forms: vaccines, antivirals, antibodies and structural

entry into cells, and thereby immunize people to pro-

A: Society as a whole has become involved in suppor-

ty of the research centre that has become one of the

analysis of the virus.

duce antibodies against that protein. The group has

ting scientific research. A spectacular amount of fun-

already developed the vaccine prototype and seen

ding has arrived and has speeded up projects. Society

Q: What exactly is the antiviral platform?

that it protects 100% of the mice in an experimen-

has become more aware of the value of Science and

A: The antiviral platform aims to screen drugs already

tal model. For us to move on to the clinical phase, we

of scientists, whose presence in the mass media has

Question: CNB-CSIC has become the epicentre of

in use for other applications that are active against

need a company that synthesizes the vaccine under

helped to reduce the distance between us and the

CSIC’s coronavirus research. What are the main pro-

the virus; as well as new chemical compounds that

conditions for use in humans. The Spanish company,

public. I believe it is fundamental that this connec-

jects?

can be analysed to see if they can block the virus.

Biofabri, is producing these technical batches. We ho-

tion between the world of Science and society con-

pe to reach clinical Phase I soon.

tinues in the future, since our work aims to seek citi-

spearheads to fight against the virus causing the largest pandemic in the last hundred years.

Answer: There are research groups at the CNB-CSIC
with extensive experience in vaccines. We have the

Q: What is the goal of the antibody platform?

team with the greatest experience in coronavirus in

A: It has a double objective: to generate antibodies

Q: How is Luis Enjuanes’ vaccine progressing?

Spain, which has previously been involved in genera-

that can be used in therapy in humans and to search

A: The vaccine prototype devised by Luis Enjuanes’

Marta García Gonzalo

ting vaccines against SARS-1 and MERS, close relatives

for antibodies that enable us to design an assay to

group is more complex, but it is interesting becau-
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“Our DNA-based vaccine
is very stable at room
temperature”
Photo: Pablo Jalón

Enrique J. de la Rosa directs the
CIB-Margarita Salas (Centro de
Investigaciones Biológicas Margarita

O

Salas) where researchers are busy
n Enrique de la Rosa’s office wall hangs a quo-

other conditions or, in some cases, drugs for which cli-

tein of the virus. This strategy is similar to that used by

nical trials have been passed and which may be effec-

Moderna and Pfizer vaccines, but with DNA instead

tive in reducing viral load in cell models. Another al-

of RNA. One possible limitation of this type of vaccine

ternative involves the characterization of new phar-

is that it directs the immune response towards a sin-

ding, and you realize for the first time in your life that

macological targets based on molecular, cellular or

gle protein. This will probably stimulated the immune

you know something that hour or that day that nobo-

organism processes. For years, among other things,

system less than if you use a larger viral vector, like the

tation from the biologist Judah Folkman: “Most research is failure. You go years and years and years, and
then every once in a while there is a tremendous fin-

seeking a vaccine, evaluating antivirals
and identifying targets against covid-19

dy else in history has ever known...”

tracellular transport is now being studied in the con-

research groups had been working on transport by

one used in the other two CSIC vaccines, being de-

It is this search for something that “nobody else in his-

text of this particular virus. Other groups work with

microtubules and intermediate filaments, cellular

veloped by Luis Enjuanes and Mariano Esteban. But

tory has known” that drives de la Rosa on. As biologist

cell recognition signals, which this virus could use as

metabolism, integrin recognition, innate immuni-

to produce the billions of doses needed, it is easier to

and director of the CIB-CSIC, he has always been con-

correceptors to enter the cell. Or energy metabolism,

ty, etc., in order to demonstrate that these processes

manufacture kilos of nucleic acids (DNA or RNA) than

vinced that such a moment would outweigh all pre-

which the virus modifies in its own favour. Or, at the

may play an important role in the entry, multiplication

kilos of viruses. The advantage of using DNA, instead

vious “failures”. He took charge of the CIB-CSIC in April

level of infected patients, we study the control of in-

or exit of the virus from cells. Or, in the case of innate

of RNA, is that DNA is more stable at room tempera-

2019 with the idea of overcoming the years of the eco-

nate immunity, inflammation or the complement

immunity, understand why an uncontrolled respon-

ture. You can carry it in your suitcase to Africa, South

nomic crisis. Little did he know that he would have to

system, which several groups have been studying for

se of the organism occurs, causing serious illness or

America or areas of Asia, without the need for a cold

manage it in the middle of a global pandemic. The

years. In the case of covid-19 it can go out of control,

even death. Another research line deals with vaccines.

chain. Let’s see how the distribution of the RNA vacci-

centre is running 19 coronavirus projects, including

causing the infamous cytokine storm and the most

One of the three CSIC vaccine projects is underway

nes goes, some of which must be preserved frozen or

the development of a potential vaccine.

serious symptoms.

at the CIB-CSIC. It is a vaccine that professor Vicen-

even deep-frozen. Maybe here in Europe, like in North

te Larraga’s group has developed against canine leis-

America, we will end up jabbing another vaccine. But

hmaniasis.

if the CIB-CSIC vaccine is the one that reaches Afri-

Question: How have CIB-CSIC investigations been

Q: What are the main projects addressing the coro-

redirected to tackle the pandemic?

navirus at the CIB-CSIC?

Answer: Rather than redirecting them, we have swit-

A: Several alternatives were initially considered in res-

Q: Can you explain that vaccine in more detail?

ched to the SARS-CoV-2 model to analyse cell proces-

ponse to the pandemic. One alternative concerns an-

A: This vaccine is possibly one of the simplest, which

ses and molecular targets that were already being

tivirals. First, drug repositioning is being sought. In

has both advantages and limitations. It uses a DNA

Begoña García Sastre

studied. For example, microtubule involvement in in-

other words, screening drugs that are authorized for

vector for our cells to produce an immunogenical pro-
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ca, South America or parts of Asia, it would be a great
contribution to global health and a great pride.
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“Searching for new
therapeutic targets to
ward off covid-19”
Molecular biologist Lourdes Ruiz runs the Centro de Biología
Molecular Severo Ochoa, where they are busy researching detection
systems, treatments and the immune response to coronavirus

M

olecular biologist Lourdes Ruiz Desviat,

Q: Does one of them seek to detect air-borne coro-

A: Our studies range from the role of senescent cells

CSIC (Centro Nacional de Biotecnología ). And a

an expert in neurometabolic diseases, di-

navirus in hospitals?

in covid-19 development to biomarkers that indica-

part of the laboratory animal facility is also being

rects the CBM (Centro de Biología Molecular Seve-

A: The project directed by Antonio Alcamí analyses

te disease risk, within a project aiming to characteri-

adapted as an NCB-3 laboratory for mice. It will be

ro Ochoa), a joint research institute of the CSIC and

the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in hospitals through air-

ze the immune response to SARS-CoV-2. We are al-

the only CSIC facility to work with coronavirus-in-

Madrid’s Universidad Autónoma. This centre has

absorbing devices. Over seven months of data collec-

so investigating the antiviral activity of immunomo-

fected animals.

three research branches dealing with covid-19: the

tion have shown us that ICUs are clean spaces, whi-

dulatory non-coding RNA and compounds directed

detection of SARS-CoV-2, the keys to understan-

le casualty reception or the triage area harbour grea-

against human coronavirus cell targets. Furthermo-

Q: What contacts have been made with companies

ding the immune response and new therapeutic

ter viral concentrations. This team works with several

re, analyses are under way to assess the therapeutic

to carry out projects?

approaches to treat the infection. Among CBM re-

companies on methods of inactivating the virus and

potential of the drug metformin in covid-19-related

A: Companies have approached researchers directly

searchers is the virologist and immunologist Marga-

improving ventilation.

lung fibrosis. We are seeking new therapeutic tar-

or through PTI Salud Global/Global Health for air qua-

gets to prevent pulmonary edema and alterations

lity projects or diagnostic kits, and have established

rita del Val, one of the reference voices on the pandemic in the media and coordinator of the CSIC’s

Q: The CBM also develops detection methods, right?

of the pulmonary endothelium causing the covid-

contacts with the Genomics service. At all times we

interdisciplinary technological platform: PTI Salud

A: The group led by Balbino Alarcón has developed

related cytokine storm. Another project deals with

are working very closely with the CSIC Deputy Vice

Global/Global Health.

a serological test to determine the presence of anti-

the generation of human antibodies for therapeu-

Presidency for Knowledge Transfer.

bodies. It consists of a simple kit to take a blood sam-

tic strategies in silico and in vitro.

Question: How has research at the CBM been re-

ple and the result is obtained in 24 hours using laser-

directed?

light-based technology. This test will also be used to

Q: Has it been necessary to adapt the facilities to

the coordinator of PTI Salud Global/Global Health?

Answer: We have immunologists, virologists and

detect the humoral response in people vaccinated

study the new coronavirus?

A: It makes me feel proud to be a reference on behalf

scientists specialized in different diseases who ha-

against covid-19. And Luis Blanco’s team has deve-

A: Thanks to the CSIC, we have been able to adapt

of the CSIC. Margarita del Val is a great communica-

ve been able to draw on their experience with simi-

loped a test using a variant of phi29 DNA polymera-

two of our facilities. The P3 biosafety laboratory

tor, she explains everything very clearly, which is key

lar viruses. Therefore, covid-19 projects were drawn

se, patented by Blanco and Margarita Salas, to detect

has been prepared to work with respiratory coro-

when it comes to sending messages to the wider pu-

up right from the start, many of which have obtai-

SARS-CoV-2 quickly, easily and reliably.

naviruses such as SARS-CoV-2. Several groups are

blic in these troubled times.

ned funding from the Instituto de Salud Carlos III or

Q: How do you feel about a CBM researcher being

going to test antivirals and different virus detec-

pre-funded by the CSIC. Nine projects are currently

Q: What therapeutic approaches are being develo-

tion strategies with the infectious strain of corona-

María González

underway.

ped at the centre?

virus prepared by Luis Enjuanes’ team at the CNB-
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Society rallies to boost
public research on
coronavirus
Numerous companies in the ambit
of insurance, energy, construction,
television and computers, as well as
private individuals, are donating to
research projects to speed up the
search for solutions to the covid-19
pandemic

Photo: Inés Poveda

S

The virologist Sonia Zúñiga, in her lab at CNB-CSIC.
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continue beyond this emergency situation,” says CSIC
President, Rosa Menéndez.
Donations have boosted the progress of covid-19
research. The insurance company Mapfre has dona-

The CNB-CSIC’s vaccine projects have received
350,000 euros from the insurance company Grupo
Catalana Occidente and 250,000 euros from the infrastructure company Ferrovial.

ted five million euros towards a study aiming to learn

Eléctrica Endesa has contributed 200,000 eu-

about coronavirus structure and its transmission me-

ros to support two other CNB-CSIC projects: one

chanisms, as well as searching for a vaccine and de-

which screens antiviral drugs that may be effecti-

veloping mathematical models to understand how it

ve against covid-19 and another that is developing

spreads.

antibody detection kits. The latter has already de-

The public company Aena has donated two mi-

livered promising results: CNB-CSIC researchers

llion euros for research focused on understanding

have obtained a serological antibody test which

the transmission and evolution of the virus, as well

is almost 100% reliable and that can identify who

as the impact of measures related to restrictions on

has had covid-19 and become inmune. This tes-

everyday mobility. In particular, Aena has contributed towards building a pandemic
research network aimed at assessing
the immunization rate of the population and detect new outbreaks.
Private individuals have also

ting kit, produced by the Spanish biotech
company Immunostep, is already on
the market and can be useful for
monitoring people who receive
the vaccination.
The

non-profit

institution

committed to the research. Galle-

World Leadership Alliance-Club

rist Helga de Alvear has donated

of Madrid and the Kingold Group

one million euros to the CNB-CSIC

have jointly donated 180,000 eu-

(Centro Nacional de Biotecnología),
led by Luis Enjuanes, one of Spain’s
leading experts in coronavirus, who is conducting a vaccine project together with virologist

ros to CNB-CSIC for hiring staff
and research material. The computer company HP donated 90,000 euros
and a digital dispenser, a bio-printer used to stu-

ince the outbreak of the covid-19 pandemic,

Isabel Sola. They intend to obtain a synthetic replica

dy the interaction of SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins with

companies and individuals have rallied to con-

of SARS-CoV-2 devoid of virulence genes, which will

the serum antibodies of positive patients.

tribute resources to boost public research seeking so-

work as a vaccine. This group is also exploring drugs

RTVE has donated 60,000 euros to a research pro-

lutions to the health crisis. Donations from insurance

and synthetic monoclonal antibodies that may pro-

ject on nursing homes. The donation comes from

and construction companies, IT and energy compa-

tect against the virus.

12 awards given to different television programmes.

nies, and also individual donors are all boosting pro-

The CNB-CSIC is at the epicenter of CSIC’s research

The study will investigate the factors underlying viral

jects aiming to decipher the structure of the virus,

on coronavirus, and it has secured a large part of the

spreading in nursing homes and will allow the adop-

describe its interaction with cells, search for new an-

donations for the Enjuanes and Sola projects, as well

tion of new measures that reduce the risk of infection.

tivirals, design screening tests and develop vaccines

as for another vaccine project, led by virologist Maria-

The financial sponsorship received by the CSIC du-

against SARS-CoV-2. The total amount raised by the

no Esteban. This project uses virus attenuation as an

ring the pandemic is a valuable example of the pro-

CSIC in donations during 2020 reached 11 million eu-

instrument to bring a viral protein into contact with

motion of public research through private initiatives,

ros, while in 2019 it amounted to 460,000 euros.

the human body, triggering an immune response. In

seeking joint solutions to the health emergency.

“I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the

March, the CNB-CSIC also received urgent funding

companies that have contributed to public research

from the Spanish Government and the European

and I hope this fruitful public-private collaboration will

Union.

Alda Ólafsson / Abel Grau
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